
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT    Docket No. 03 CV 2717 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
---------------------------------------------------------x 
Roy Den Hollander 
 
   Plaintiff, 
 
  -against-     COMPLAINT AND 

  DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Domestic 
Flash Dancers Topless Club 
Jay-Jay Cabaret, Inc. 
Cybertech Internet Strip Club Network 
Lynn Lepofsky-CEO Jay-Jay Cabaret, Inc. 
Barry-Night Manager Flash Dancers 
Kuba, Mundy & Associates 
Nicholas J. Mundy 
Peter Petrovich 
Alina A. Shipilina a.k.a. Chipilina a.k.a Angelina 
Doctor Marc L. Paulsen 
Anastasia Vasilyeva 
Dima-Husband Anastasia Vasilyeva 
John Madison or John Pierre 
Bob Henning-New York City Police Detective 
American Organized Crime Gang 1 
Flash Dancers Managers 1 to 5 
Flash Dancers Gangster 1  
California Pimp 
Other American Lap-Dancing Clubs 
 
Russia 
Khachaturyan Araratovich Asypyan-Russian Organized Crime Boss 
Asypyan Criminal Association 
Volchok a.k.a. Woolfy-Russian Organized Crime Member 
Raketa a.k.a. Rocket-Russian Organized Crime Member 
The Albatross Club-Russian Organized Crime Social Club 
Alexey Smolin-Russian Organized Crime Member 
Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan 
P. I. Ostapenko-Chief of the Investigation Office in the Department of Internal Affairs for  

Krasnodar, Russia 
Anna Pavlovna Kurilko-Chief of the Inquest Office in the Department of Internal Affairs  
  for Krasnodar, Russia 
Olga Viktorovna Borisova-Investigator in the Inquest Office in the Department of  

Internal Affairs for Krasnodar, Russia 
Tatyanna Vasilyeva Fashion House 
Tatyanna Vasilyeva 



Dmitri Morosov 
Rey-Krasnodar, Russia, Pimp 
Inessa A. Shipilina 
Vladimir Gavrilovich Minchenko-Vice Rector Krasnodar State Academy 
Phodes Studio Co. 
Leonid Perlin, President Phodes Studio Co. 
Tanya, Phodes Studio Prostitute 
Vladimir of St. Petersburg 
Albatross Club Gangster 1 
Krasnodar Briber 1  
Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3 
Krasnodar State Academy Thugs 1 and 2 
Russian Criminal Gangs 1 to 5 
Chechen Criminal Gangs 1 to 2 
 
Cyprus 
Bank of Cyprus 
Stephanos-Bank Employee 
Melios Athanasiou Agencies 
IRINIS 182C Entertainment Company 
Melios Athanasiou-Owner and CEO Melios Athanasiou Agencies and IRINIS 182C 
Irina Athanasiou-Owner and Executive of Melios Athanasiou Agencies and IRINIS 182C 
Marios Athanasiou-Manager Zygos and Tramps Cabarets 
A. Charalambous-Cyprus Immigration Chief 
 
Mexico 
Julia Heart Agency 
Maria-Prostitute Recruiter for Julia Heart Agency   
The Men’s Club, Mexico City 
Roberto & Rosa Elina Quilan-Managers Men’s Club 
Max Gracia Appedole 
Juginta Raszyukevichina a.k.a. Azul 
Salvador-Partner Phodes Studio 
Alfredo Ibarra Sotelo 
Mexican Organized Criminal Gang 1  
 
    Defendants. 
---------------------------------------------------------X 
 
 

I. Introduction and Summary 
 

1. The Russian International Crime Organization (the “Enterprise”) generates profits 
worldwide from numerous criminal activities that include without limitation drug 
trafficking, money laundering, tax evasion, immigration fraud, prostitution, pornography, 
white slavery, bribery, mail and wire fraud, murder, extortion, coercion and terror.    
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2. The current focus of the Enterprise (the “Scheme”) is to infiltrate and expand its illegal 

and ancillary legal activities into hard currency markets, especially the United States 
(“U.S.”), for the personal enrichment of the members of the Enterprise (the “Members”). 

 
3. The Enterprise has damaged the plaintiff’s law and consulting business as well as 

drugged, defrauded, coerced and threatened the plaintiff with severe bodily harm.  
 

4. The plaintiff’s business activities, physical well-being and life are currently at risk. 
 

5. The plaintiff asks this court for immediate injunctive relief to protect him from physical 
harm and protect his efforts to reestablish his business free of interference from the 
Enterprise. 

 
 

II. Subject Matter Jurisdiction  
 

6. This Honorable Court has subject matter jurisdiction because this action centers on a 
federal question under the civil enforcement provisions of the Racketeer Influenced and 
Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”), 18 U.S.C. 1961-68. 

 
7. With respect to the foreign defendants, this Honorable Court has subject matter 

jurisdiction because their conduct abroad caused foreseeable and substantial effects 
within the U.S. 

 
  

III. Personal Jurisdiction 
 

8. This Honorable Court has personal jurisdiction over each defendant as a result of a 
defendant having minimum contacts with New York, a defendant operating through an 
agent or a defendant’s conspiratorial contacts with other defendants in New York. 

 
 

IV. Venue 
 
9. Venue is proper in this Honorable Court for each defendant because of a defendant 

operating through an agent in this forum, a defendant’s conspiratorial contacts with other 
defendants, a substantial part of the events that give rise to the claims against a defendant 
occurred and are occurring in this forum or in order to serve the ends of justice. 

 
 

V. The Enterprise 
 

10. The Enterprise rose out of the ashes of the Soviet Union when the collapse of 
communism unleashed that empire’s restraints on organized crime, corrupt government 
officials, travel, trade, communication and emigration. 
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11. The Enterprise consists of domestic and foreign corporations, partnerships, individuals, 

government officials, law firms, organized crime gangs (including American, Russian 
and Chechen) and an Islamic terrorist and crime clan. 

 
12. The Enterprise is an on going operation in which its members associate together for the 

purpose of engaging in illegal and legal activities in order to earn substantial profits.  
 

13. A key aim of the Enterprise is to infiltrate and expand its activities in hard currency 
markets where profits are not threatened by inconvertibility of the local currency or 
drastic depreciations. 

 
14. The relationships among the Enterprise’s members are both formal, including agreements 

and chain of command authority, and informal in which the common objectives of the 
Enterprise, to infiltrate and grow in hard currency markets, controls decision-making. 

 
15. This complaint concerns a portion of the Enterprise’s activities in America, Russia, 

Cyprus and Mexico and some of its Members, the defendants, who are alleged to engage 
in money laundering, prostitution, pornography, white slavery, drug trafficking, bribery, 
tampering with witnesses and informants, obstructing justice, tax evasion, failure to 
report the transfer of funds overseas, mail and wire fraud, immigration violations, 
conspiracy to commit murder for hire and the use of the international facilities to assist in 
carrying out Enterprise activities. 

 
 

VI. Members of the Enterprise 
 

A. Domestic Members 
 
16. Flash Dancers Topless Club is a lap-dancing nightclub located on Broadway in 

Manhattan. 
 
17. Jay-Jay Cabaret owns Flash Dancers and at least two other topless lap-dancing clubs in 

Manhattan: Private Eyes and NY Dolls. 
 

18. Jay-Jay Cabaret is a front for American Organized Crime Gang 1, the real owner and 
operator of the three topless clubs.    

 
19. American Organized Crime Gang 1 operates a criminal conglomerate of prostitution, 

pornography, intimidation, immigration fraud, drug trafficking and money laundering 
through its topless clubs and the Internet site www.flashdancersnyc.com.  

 
20. Lynn Lepofsky is the chairman or chief executive officer for Jay-Jay Cabaret. 

 
21. Lepofsky carries out the orders of American Organized Crime Gang 1 and acts as its 

front in order to obtain liquor licenses from the New York State Liquor Authority. 
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22. Flash Dancers is used by American Organized Crime Gang 1 for funding its criminal 

operations, laundering money, recruiting prostitutes, promoting prostitution, recruiting 
pornography starlets, dispensing narcotics and immigration fraud.  

 
23. Barry is the night manager of Flash Dancers from Monday to Friday and hires illegal 

aliens, promotes prostitution, arranges the use of physical force for intimidation, recruits 
lap-dancers for pornography distributed on www.flashdancersnyc.com and oversees 
money laundering, immigration fraud and the distribution and surreptitious administering 
of narcotics to customers. 

 
24. Cybertech Internet Strip Club Network (“Cybertech”) operates a call girl and 

pornographic web sight that can be accessed through various addresses, including 
www.flashdancersnyc.com.   

 
25. Cybertech is the Internet outlet used to sell sexual services for a number of topless lap-

dancing clubs in New York. 
 

26. Cybertech is a front for American Organized Crime Gang 1. 
 

27. Kuba, Mundy & Associates acts as consiliari and manager of U.S. immigration issues in 
New York for the Enterprise. 

 
28. The law firm of Kuba, Mundy & Associates operates a green card and visa mill that 

fraudulently obtains U.S. visas, residency status and naturalization for, among other 
aliens, Russians. 

 
29. Kuba, Mundy & Associates advises its clients to commit perjury before the U.S. 

Immigration and Naturalization Service, Internal Revenue Service, Customs Service and 
the New York State courts. 

 
30. Kuba, Mundy & Associates uses coercion and intimidation against parties, witnesses and 

informants in judicial and administrative proceedings.     
 

31. Kuba, Mundy & Associates participates in money laundering and the use of international 
facilities to aid a racketeering enterprise. 

 
32. Nicholas J. Mundy is a partner in Kuba, Mundy & Associates who masterminds and 

directs that law firm’s illegal activities in order to acquire for the members, potential 
members and the human assets of the Enterprise U.S. visas, residency status and 
naturalization. 

 
33. Peter Petrovich assists Mundy in executing the illegal activities necessary to import and 

keep in America Enterprise members, potential members and human assets. 
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34. Petrovich was born in Russia and admitted to practice law there but not in America 
although he acts as an attorney here anyway under the supervision of Mundy. 

 
35. Alina A. Shipilina (which is her given name and the one used hereafter), also known as 

Alina Chipilina and also known as Angelina (stage name) was born in Russia, grew up in 
Chechnya and entered the profession of prostitution and stripping when a teenager. 

 
36. Over the past decade, Alina Shipilina has become a lucrative member of the Enterprise 

by running prostitution, aiding pornography rings, laundering money, smuggling drugs 
and building relationships among Russian, Chechen and American organized crime 
groups. 

 
37. Doctor Marc L. Paulsen, a licensed physician in California, produces pornography in 

Russia and imports it to southern California for distribution and sale. 
 

38. Paulsen also imports Russian prostitutes to work in southern California lap-dancing 
clubs, brothels and the pornography film industry. 

 
39. Paulsen operates under the pseudonym Wayne Williams. 

 
40. Anastasia Vasilyeva co-manages a model agency in Krasnodar, Russia, that was founded 

and is co-managed by her mother, Tatyanna Vasilyeva, a famous personage in Southern 
Russia.  

 
41. The model agency provides call girls to powerful Russian politicians and gangsters and 

sends prostitutes to brothels and lap-dancing clubs in Cyprus and other overseas 
locations, including America and Europe. 

 
42. Anastasia’s husband Dima, assists Anastasia in operating the agency’s prostitution 

business that the two have recently expanded to Wisconsin as part of the Enterprise’s 
continuing strategy to infiltrate western markets. 

 
43. Dima is a Krasnodar organized crime figure. 

 
44. The names John Madison and John Pierre are fictitious but used by the same currently 

unknown individual. 
 

45. John Madison, or John Pierre, is a member of American Organized Crime Gang 1. 
 

46. Madison or Pierre engages in intimidation, tampering with witnesses and government 
informants and the use of physical force. 

 
47. Detective Bob Henning of the 114th Precinct in Queens, New York uses his police 

powers, in return for bribes or rewards, to assist other members of the Enterprise by 
tampering with government informants. 
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48. Flash Dancers Managers 1 and 2 organize and assist in secretly slipping narcotics to 
unsuspecting customers at that club. 

 
49. Flash Dancers Managers 3 to 5 supervise John Madison or Pierre’s intimidation, 

tampering with government informants and use of physical force. 
 

50. Flash Dancers Gangster 1 restrained the plaintiff’s process server under risk of physical 
injury. 

 
51. California Pimp operated a lap-dancing club in southern California for which he imported 

Russian prostitutes from the Russian modeling agency Phodes Studio. 
 

52. “Other American Lap-Dancing Clubs” conduct illegal and legal Enterprise activities in 
the U.S. 

 
B. Russian Members 
 

53. Khachaturyan Araratovich Asypyan is a Krasnodar, Russia, crime boss with close 
connections to Ded Khasan, who is one of the king pins of organized crime in Russia. 

 
54. Asypyan controls and manages one of the most powerful crime organizations 

headquartered in Southern Russia, herein referred to as the “Asypyan Criminal 
Association”. 

 
55. The Asypyan Criminal Association’s operations in Russia and overseas earn profits from, 

among other activities and government and military corruption and theft, illicit arms 
dealing, narcotics trafficking, prostitution, white slavery, pornography, extortion, bribery, 
immigration and investment fraud, counterfeiting, money laundering, tax evasion, 
protection services and contract killings.    

 
56. Volchok a.k.a. Woolfy is a Krasnodar crime leader who, among other activities and deals 

in protection, coercion, white slavery, pornography, immigration fraud, counterfeiting 
and the use of physical force. 

 
57. Raketa a.k.a. Rocket is a Krasnodar crime leader who, among other activities and deals in 

protection, coercion, white slavery, pornography, immigration fraud, counterfeiting and 
the use of physical force. 

 
58. The Albatross Club is an exclusive, secretive organization of powerful government 

officials and wealthy criminals that includes members of the Enterprise in Krasnodar. 
 

59. The members of the Albatross Club control Krasnodar in a manner similar with the way 
Al Capone’s gang once controlled Chicago. 
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60. The Albatross Club provides a mechanism for cooperation among organized criminals, 
division of the criminal markets, strategic planning and resolving inter-gang disputes in 
the Krasnodar region.  

 
61. Alexey Smolin belongs to the Albatross Club, laundered money for members of the 

Enterprise through the Trioka Restaurant in Krasnodar and recruits and manages Russian 
females for prostitution in Russia, Europe and America. 

 
62. Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan was previously headed by the General of 

Chechnya’s Special Islamic Regiment Arbi Baraev who specialized in kidnapping, 
extortion, narcotics and slavery and reportedly, in return for $20 million from Osama Bin 
Laden, beheaded four Western telecommunication workers in 1998. 

 
63. After Russian forces killed Arbi Baraev in the summer of 2001, his nephew Movsar 

Baraev took over as the Chechen fundamentalist mafia don. 
 

64. Movsar Baraev led the taking of 700 hostages at a Moscow theater in October 2002 in 
which he and over a hundred Muscovites died.   

 
65. P. I. Ostapenko is head of the Investigation Office in the Department of Internal Affairs 

for the Central District of Krasnodar who assisted in closing a criminal case against 
defendant Inessa Shipilina in return for money and regularly closes criminal cases against 
other members of the Enterprise in return for substantial bribes. 

 
66. Anna Pavlovna Kurilko is chief of the Inquest Office in the Department of Internal 

Affairs for the Central District of Krasnodar who assisted in closing a criminal case 
against defendant Inessa Shipilina in return for money and regularly closes criminal cases 
against other members of the Enterprise in return for substantial bribes. 

 
67. Olga Viktorovna Borisova is an investigator for the Inquest Office in the Department of 

Internal Affairs for the Central District of Krasnodar who assisted in closing a criminal 
case against defendant Inessa Shipilina in return for money and regularly closes criminal 
cases against other members of the Enterprise in return for substantial bribes. 

 
68. Tatyanna Vasilyeva Fashion House (hereafter “the Vasilyeva Fashion House) is one of 

Krasnodar’s premier model agencies that also provides call girl services to members of 
the Albatross Club. 

 
69. The Vasilyeva Fashion House exports prostitutes to brothel and lap-dancing clubs in 

Cyprus and Europe and America. 
 

70. Tatyanna Vasilyeva is a famous Krasnodar model that founded the Vasilyeva Fashion 
House. 
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71. Tatyanna Vasilyeva established the Vasilyeva Fashion House’s call girl and prostitution 
exporting operations that are presently managed by her daughter Anastasia and 
Anastasia’s husband Dima. 

 
72. Dmitri Morosov is Kransnodar’s most famous photographer of models for both legitimate 

and pornographic purposes. 
 

73. Morosov produces pornographic photographs and videos that are exported to America 
and other overseas markets. 

 
74. Rey is an agent that arranges for the selling of sexual services by many Krasnodar models 

to the city’s gangsters and influential government officials. 
 
75. Inessa Shipilina is the mother of Alina Shipilina and works as an instructor at the 

Krasnodar State Academy of Physical Culture where she recruits coeds for prostitution 
and male athletes for enforcers with the Enterprise. 

 
76. Inessa Shipilina is affiliated with the Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan. 

 
77. Inessa Shiplina arranges for the use of physical force and coercion against persons in 

Krasnodar who interfere with Alina Shipilina’s Enterprise activities. 
 

78. Vladimir Gavrilovich Minchenko is Vice Rector of the Krasnodar State Academy of 
Physical Culture where he uses his position at the Academy and influence with 
government officials to assist Inessa Shipilina’s recruitment of prostitutes and enforcers. 

 
79. Phodes Studio Company is a Moscow model agency. 

 
80. Phodes Studio sends prostitutes, hands-on lap-dancers and pornography starlets to 

Venezuela, Greece, Mexico and the United States; produces pornography for the Russian 
and overseas markets; runs a call girl operation in Moscow; occasionally shoots 
legitimate modeling gigs; operates an introduction agency to defraud Western men into 
relations and marriage with Russian prostitutes; and advertises some of its services and 
products on the Internet at www.phodes.net.  

 
81. Phodes Studio is protected by one of Moscow's powerful crime organizations, Russian 

Criminal Gang 1. 
 

82. Leonid Perlin is the chief executive officer of Phodes Studio and manages its illegal and 
legal operations. 

 
83. Tanya is a Phodes Studio prostitute who helped expand the Enterprise’s operations in 

Mexico in 1999. 
 

84. Vladimir of St. Petersburg provides physical protection for some members of the 
Enterprise in Russia and bribes Russian government officials to facilitate the transporting 
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of hard currency into Russia and narcotics out of the country to such places as New York 
City. 

 
85. Vladimir of St. Petersburg travels extensively throughout Russia to recruit females for 

prostitution and provide assistance in transporting them to America. 
 

86. Albatross Club Gangster 1 conducts some of the Enterprise’s criminal activities in 
Krasnodar. 

 
87. Albatross Club Gangster 1 counterfeits U.S. visas and alien registration cards, 

fraudulently obtains U.S. visas, exports Russian prostitutes and pornography to America. 
 

88. Krasnodar Briber 1 delivers money to Krasnodar public officials so that the officials will 
violate their duties by providing government benefits to members of the Enterprise.     

 
89. Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3 formerly worked as prostitutes for the Vasilyeva Fashion 

House and now recruit Russian women for prostitution in America. 
   
90. Krasnodar State Academy Thugs 1 and 2 (hereafter “Krasnodar Thugs 1 and 2”) are 

employed by Member Vladimir Gavrilovich Minchencko. 
 

91. Krasnodar Thugs 1 and 2 use physical force and coercion to carry out Member 
Minchenko’s directives. 

 
92. Russian Criminal Gang 1 protects Phodes Studio from other organized crime gangs and 

legal problems with government officials, including the police, by the use physical force, 
coercion and bribes. 

 
93. Russian Criminal Gang 1 also provides Phodes Studio call girls with protection when 

working. 
 

94. Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 control the Zygos and Tramps brothel/lap-dancing clubs 
in Limassol, Cyprus. 

 
95. Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 obtain U.S. visas through fraud and bribery and 

counterfeit U.S. visas and alien registration cards in order to export prostitutes to 
America. 

 
96. Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 use prostitutes from their Zygos and Tramps brothels to 

produce pornography that is transported to America. 
 

97. Russian Criminal Gang 4 sells narcotics in Krasnodar to Member Alina Shipilina who 
then arranges for its importation into America.  
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98. Russian Criminal Gang 5 uses coercion and physical force to prevent witnesses from 
testifying or cause witnesses to change their testimony in Krasnodar criminal 
proceedings. 

 
99. Chechen Criminal Gang 1 uses coercion and physical force to prevent witnesses from 

testifying or cause witnesses to change their testimony in Krasnodar criminal 
proceedings. 

 
100. Chechen Criminal Gang 2, sells narcotics in Krasnodar to Member Alina 

Shipilina who then arranges for its importation into America.  
 

C. Cypriot Members 
 

101. The Bank of Cyprus participates in transferring overseas revenues from illegal 
Enterprise activities. 

 
102. The Bank of Cyrus provides to members of the Enterprise financial accounts in 

Cyprus for the investment of money from criminal activities. 
 

103. The Bank of Cyprus provides Enterprise members the service of transferring 
funds from criminal activities to other financial institutions in Cyprus and internationally.  

 
104. Stephanos is an employee of the Bank of Cyprus or other financial institution in 

Cyprus where he assists members of the Enterprise in transferring and secreting their 
funds from criminal activities. 

 
105. Melios Athanasiou and his Russian born wife, Irina, own and operate the Melios 

Athanasiou Agency (the “Athanasiou Agency”) and IRINIS 182C Entertainment 
Company (“IRINIS”) in Limassol, Cyprus. 

 
106. The Athanasiou Agency and IRINIS recruit prostitutes from the Vasilyeva 

Fashion House to sell sexual favors in Cypriot brothel/lap-dancing clubs and the recruited 
prostitutes also perform sexual acts for pornographic materials. 

 
107. The Athanasiou Agency and IRINIS also recruit prostitutes from Moldavia, 

Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Romania, Bulgaria, Poland and the Philippines to work as 
prostitutes and as starlets in pornography materials. 

 
108. Athanasiou Agency and IRINIS obtain visas for foreign prostitutes to work in 

Cyprus by bribing Cypriot immigration officials. 
 

109. A. Charalambous is a chief of immigration for Cyprus who accepts bribes from 
the Athanasiou Agency and IRINIS in return for providing Cypriot work visas to foreign 
prostitutes.  
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110. Marios Athanasiou, the brother of Melios, manages two brothel/lap-dancing clubs 
in Limassol, Cyprus—Zygos and Tramps—that are controlled by Russian Criminal 
Gangs 2 and 3. 

 
111. Melios, Irina and Marios Athanasiou are members of Cypriot organized crime. 

 
112. Melios, Irina and Marios Athanasiou export prostitutes and pornography to 

America. 
 

113. Melios, Irina and Marios Athanasiou use bribery and counterfeiting to obtain U.S. 
visas and alien registration cards for prostitutes bound for America.   

 
D. Mexican Members 
 

114. The Julia Heart Agency finds work for foreign prostitutes in Mexican brothel/lap-
dancing clubs. 

  
115. The Julia Heart Agency bribes Mexican immigration officials for work visas for 

foreign prostitutes. 
 

116. Maria is a Mexican headhunter for the Julia Heart Agency. 
 

117. Maria places foreign prostitutes with brothel/lap-dance clubs in Mexico. 
  
118. Maria bribes Mexican immigration officials for work visas for foreign prostitutes 

 
119. Maria is a business partner of Phodes Studio in Moscow, which provides her with 

Russian prostitutes. 
 

120. The Men’s Club in Mexico City is an upscale brothel/lap-dance club that caters to 
wealthy Mexican and international clients and is a franchise of the United States Men’s 
Club that has operations in Dallas and Houston, Texas and Charlotte, North Carolina. 

 
121. Mexican Organized Criminal Gang 1 controls The Men’s Club in Mexico City. 

 
122. The Men’s Club is managed by Roberto & Rosa Elina Quilan and employs illegal 

aliens as prostitutes and lap-dancers and bribes Mexican government officials in order to 
stay in operation, launders money and evades Mexican taxes. 

 
123. Max Garcia Appedole obtains Mexican visas for foreign prostitutes who work at 

the Men’s Club in Mexico City by bribing government officials. 
 

124. Juginta Raszyukevichina, a.k.a. Azul (hereafter “Azul”), from Lithuania, operated 
in partnership with Member Alina Shipilina a call girl service for wealthy businessmen in 
Mexico that specialized in providing prostitutes for weekend trips to Mexican resort 
areas. 
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125. Azul presently operates her own prostitution business out of a bed and breakfast 

in the Netherlands. 
 

126. Salvador is a business partner of Phodes Studio with which he imports Russian 
pornography and prostitutes into Mexico. 

 
127. Alfredo Ibarra Sotelo runs a dried fruit export business in Mexico City called 

Grupo Ibarra Aisa that operates as a cover for narcotic trafficking.  
 
 

VII. Enterprise’s Operations Against the Plaintiff 
 
A.  Enterprise Targets the Plaintiff 
 

128. On July 4, 1999, the plaintiff arrived in Moscow, Russia, on a six-month 
consultancy contract for the American security firm Kroll Associates. 

 
129. Kroll Associates hired the plaintiff to manage and upgrade its Russian operations. 

 
130. On a Friday night a few weeks after the plaintiff’s arrival, the plaintiff 

unexpectedly came across a few partygoers on the grounds of the apartment building in 
which he was living. 

 
131. Enterprise member Phodes Studio, which had its offices in the apartment 

building, sponsored the party. 
 

132. At the time, the plaintiff did not know the nature of Phodes Studio’s business or 
that it was an Enterprise member. 

 
133. Member Leonid Perlin, President of Phodes Studio, invited the plaintiff into the 

main party area after determining that the plaintiff was an American. 
 

134. Inside, Member Alina Shipilina introduced herself to the plaintiff at Member 
Perlin’s behest. 

 
135. Members Perlin and Alina Shipilina subsequently decided to target the plaintiff as 

part of the Enterprise’s ongoing Scheme to infiltrate and expand its operations in the U.S. 
 

136. Members Perlin and Alina Shipilina agreed to use the plaintiff as an unwitting 
means for Member Alina Shipilina to fraudulently enter America where she would 
participate in expanding the Enterprise’s activities. 

 
137. Member Alina Shipilina set out to win the devotion and cloud the mind of the 

plaintiff by secretly feeding him narcotics. 
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138. In addition, Member Alina Shipilina artfully elicited the plaintiff’s compassion 
for her with false tales of hardship and struggle in trying to succeed as a legitimate model 
and dancer in post communist Russia.  

 
139. In August 1999, Member Alina Shipilina returned to her hometown of Krasnodar, 

Russia to continue her long established prostitution business in that city about which the 
plaintiff was unaware of at the time. 

 
140. While in Krasnodar, Member Alina Shipilina continued to cozenly ply the 

plaintiff through letters and telephone calls in furtherance of the Enterprise’s Scheme. 
 
B.  Enterprise Expands Prostitution Operations in Mexico While Pursuing Scheme Against 
the Plaintiff 
 

141. By the end of August 1999, the Enterprise had finalized arrangements to establish 
a branch in Mexico for prostitution and pornography. 

 
142. Members Perlin and Alina Shipilina had made the logistical arrangements for the 

Enterprise’s expansion. 
 

143. Member Perlin communicated between Moscow and Mexico City via telephone 
and fax in arranging the logistics. 

 
144. Member Alina Shipilina communicated with Member Perlin by telephone, fax 

and mail from Cyprus and Krasnodar, Russia in arranging her end of the logistics. 
 

145. Members Perlin, Alina Shipilina and another Russian prostitute called Tanya 
provided bribes to Mexican embassy officials in Moscow to obtain visas for Mexico. 

 
146. Mexican Member Maria of the Julia Heart Agency provided fake sponsors in 

Mexico to obtain working visas as translators for the two Russian prostitutes: Members 
Alina Shipilina and Tanya. 

 
147. Member Alina Shipilina, before leaving for Mexico, implored the plaintiff to wait 

for her so as not to jeopardize the Enterprise’s Scheme against the plaintiff. 
 

148. Member Alina Shipilina told the plaintiff she had to go to Mexico to work as a 
legitimate model and dancer in order to earn enough money to buy her and her divorced 
mother, Member Inessa Shipilina, an apartment in the central part of Krasnodar, Russia. 

 
149. In Mexico Members Perlin, Alina Shipilina and Tanya established business 

relations with Mexican organized crime, brothel/strip clubs and a private clientele of 
wealthy businessmen and politicians. 

 
150. In September 1999, Member Maria arranged for Members Alina Shipilina and 

Tanya to work at the brothel/strip club called the “The Men’s Club”.   
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151. The Men’s Club, through Alina Shipilina and Tanya, provided the Enterprise 

access to public officials and businessmen from Mexico, North America and other parts 
of the globe. 

 
152. In Mexico Member Alina Shipilina expanded the Enterprise’s operations by 

establishing a weekend service in which call girls, including herself and Azul, traveled to 
famous resorts with businessmen and politicians. 

 
153. During the fall of 1999 while in Mexico, Member Alina Shipilina continued to 

advance the Enterprise’s Scheme with respect to the U.S. by furthering her and Member 
Perlin’s artifice against the plaintiff. 

 
154. Member Alina Shipilina professed to the plaintiff falsehoods about her loneliness 

and false endearments in telephone calls and faxes. 
 

155. On November 26, 1999, Members Alina Shipilina and Tanya were arrested by 
Mexican authorities for working without a visa and for promoting prostitution and 
engaging in prostitution. 

 
156. Members Alina Shipilina and Tanya were jailed until November 29, 1999 when 

Mexican Immigration officials escorted them onto a flight back to Russia.   
 
157. On November 30, 1999, Member Alina Shipilina smuggled approximately $9,000 

in the form of cash and traveler's checks into Russia from the Enterprise’s Mexican 
operations. 

 
158. Before Members Alina Shipilina and Tanya’s deportation, the two regularly wired 

money from their part of the Enterprise’s activities in Mexico to Member Perlin’s off 
shore bank account. 

 
159. In mid December 1999, in accordance with a previous arrangement made by 

Member Alina Shipilina, Member Ibarra smuggled into Russia the remaining $18,000 of 
the Enterprise’s revenues earned by Member Alina Shipilina’s operations in Mexico. 

 
160. Member Ibarra smuggled the money by using ATM cards and traveler’s checks.   

 
161. Member Ibarra also smuggled in a shipment of narcotics for the Enterprise that he 

turned over to member Alina Shipilina. 
 

162. Members Perlin, Alina Shipilina and Tanya established an underground airway 
for transiting Enterprise Russian prostitutes to Mexico. 

 
163. Members Perlin, Alina Shipilina and Tanya developed an influential and wealthy 

international clientele useful in furthering other Enterprise activities. 
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C.  Enterprise’s Scheme Fraudulently Gains Member Alina Shipilina Entry into America 
 

164. Members Alina Shipilina and Perlin pushed ahead full throttle with the 
Enterprise’s Scheme against the plaintiff by focusing on acquiring Member Alina 
Shipilina U.S. residency status and subsequently naturalization through a fraudulent 
marriage to the plaintiff.   

 
165. During December 1999 while the plaintiff worked in Moscow and Member Alina 

Shipilina was back in Krasnodar, Member Alina Shipilina used telephone calls, cards, 
and a visit to Moscow to tell imaginary tales about the honest and hard life she had lived 
and to make romantic pretenses in order to wheedle the plaintiff into marriage. 

 
166. In her December visit, Member Alina Shipilina arrived in Moscow a few days 

earlier than the date she told the plaintiff in order to pick up the money and the narcotics 
smuggled into the country by Member Ibarra.   

 
167. After repaying Member Ibarra for his assistance with a weekend of prostitution 

services at the Rossiya Hotel, Member Alina Shipilina promptly put on her mask of 
pretenses for the plaintiff and went to his office where she claimed to have arrived in 
town earlier that morning.   

 
168. During Member Alina Shipilina’s visit to Moscow, she surreptitiously put 

narcotics in the plaintiff’s food so that the plaintiff would assume the euphoric feeling 
produced by the narcotics was the result of being with her.  

 
169. Member Alina Shipilina subsequently invited the plaintiff to visit her home in 

Krasnodar to celebrate the new millennium with her and her mother, Member Inessa 
Shipilina. 

 
170. Member Inessa Shipilina advised Member Alina Shipilina on strategy and tactics 

for furthering the Enterprise Scheme to trick the plaintiff into taking Member Alina 
Shipilina to America to conduct Enterprise activities. 

 
171. During the Millennium visit, Member Inessa Shipilina hid the truth about Member 

Alina Shipilina and assisted Member Alina Shipilina in surreptitiously putting narcotics 
in the plaintiff’s food in order to create a false feeling of comradeship in the plaintiff.   

 
172. In Moscow, Krasnodar and on a short visit to America, Member Alina Shipilina 

played the devoted, loving partner and repeatedly and secretively fed the plaintiff 
narcotics. 

 
173. In February 2000, the Enterprise’s Scheme against the plaintiff took a major step 

closer to fruition when the plaintiff and Member Alina Shipilina set a marriage date for 
March, which would follow the end of the plaintiff's consultancy contract with Kroll 
Associates. 
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174. In March 2000 in Krasnodar, about five days before the wedding ceremony, the 
plaintiff began to sense that his future wife was not being fully candid with him and told 
Member Alina Shipilina he was considering canceling the wedding. 

 
175. The next day Member Alina Shipilina began surreptitiously putting "salt and 

sugars" into the plaintiff's food, which she had obtained from a Krasnodar source. 
 

176. The plaintiff suffered symptoms of narcotic poisoning. 
 

177. The "salt and sugars" Member Alina Shipilina secretly put in the plaintiff’s food 
were narcotics.   

 
178. Member Alina Shipilina put narcotics in the plaintiff's food in order to muddle his 

thinking and weaken his will so that he would not call off the wedding on which the 
Enterprise’s Scheme against the plaintiff depended.   

 
179. Member Alina Shipilina used the narcotics on the plaintiff to assure that she 

would be able to obtain U.S. residency status and subsequently naturalization as the 
plaintiff’s wife, which would enable her to set up and conduct Enterprise activities in 
America.  

 
180. Member Alina Shipilina often secretly slipped the plaintiff narcotics in an effort 

to befuddle the plaintiff’s thinking and use their addictive characteristic to make the 
plaintiff feel addicted to her. 

 
181. Member Alina Shipilina put the plaintiff in danger of grave harm and death by 

giving him narcotics without Member Alina Shipilina knowing whether they would cause 
allergic reactions or exceed the plaintiff’s tolerance level. 

 
182. On March 11, 2000, after days of secretly feeding the plaintiff “salts and sugars” 

the plaintiff married Member Alina Shipilina in Krasnodar. 
 

183. In Member Alina Shipilina’s own words:  
 

“And on Saturday, March 11, 2000, we registered our marriage.  It was merry!  I 
[Alina Shipilina] did not accept it very seriously; for me it was only business.”   

 
184. Weeks after the wedding the plaintiff could not even remember what his wife had 

worn at the ceremony because of the narcotics secretly fed him.  (Only later in wedding 
photographs did the plaintiff see that his wife had worn black.) 

   
185. After the marriage Member Alina Shipilina continued to secretly feed the plaintiff 

narcotics on various occasions to make sure he remained in the dark as to the Enterprise’s 
Scheme. 
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186. The next step in the Enterprise’s Scheme was for Member Alina Shipilina to 
obtain an immigrant visa to America based on her fraudulent marriage to the plaintiff. 

 
187. Obtaining the visa took about two and a half months, from March to May 2000, 

required gathering documents, filing a number of forms with the U.S. Immigration and 
Department of State offices at the Embassy in Moscow and an interview conducted by 
U.S. Immigration at the Embassy. 

 
188. During this period, the plaintiff put his law and consulting business on hold while 

waiting in Moscow for Member Alina Shipilina’s visa. 
 

189. Unknown to the plaintiff, the Enterprise had a contingency plan if its fraudulent 
scheme in obtaining Member Alina Shipilina a visa to the U.S. was not successful.  In 
Member Alina Shipilina’s own words: 

 
“What will happen if I [Alina Shipilina] will not receive a visa to America? I will 
go—with Leonid’s [Leonid Perlin] help—to Greece or Venezuela.”  

  
190. In order to obtain a visa, admission to the U.S. as a conditional permanent 

resident and eventually permanent residency and naturalization, Member Alina Shipilina 
lied on her visa petition filed with the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service 
(hereafter “the INS”) at the Embassy in Moscow. 

 
191. On INS Biographic Information Form G-325A, Member Alina Shipilina 

intentionally omitted reporting as her occupations: promoting prostitution, prostitution, 
money laundering and narcotics trafficking. 

 
192. In May 2000, also in order to obtain a visa, admission to the U.S. as a conditional 

permanent resident and eventually permanent residency and naturalization, Member 
Alina Shipilina falsely swore to the truth of the information on her immigrant visa 
application: U.S. Form 230, Parts I & II: Questionnaire For an Immigrant Visa and 
Registration Number, which was filed with the U.S. State Department office at the U.S. 
Embassy in Moscow. 

 
193. Member Alina Shipilina perjured herself in her answers to the following questions 

on Form 230: 
   

a. Part I, Question 11, she intentionally omitted her occupations in promoting 
prostitution, prostitution, money laundering and narcotics trafficking. 

b. Part I, Question 21, she intentionally lied by stating her occupation in Cyprus was 
that of an “artist” when in actuality she engaged in prostitution, promoting 
prostitution, money laundering and narcotics trafficking. 

c. Part II, Question 33 (b)  
i. She intentionally lied by denying that she intended to enter the U.S. to 

engage in prostitution. 
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ii. She intentionally lied by denying that she worked as a prostitute within the 
past 10 year.  

iii. She intentionally lied by denying that she attempts to and procures 
prostitutes. 

iv. She intentionally lied by denying that she attempted to and procured 
prostitutes within the past 10 years. 

v. She intentionally lied by denying that she receives money from 
prostitution. 

vi. She intentionally lied by denying that she engaged in drug trafficking. 
d. Part II, Question 34, she intentionally failed to report that she was arrested and 

imprisoned in Mexico in November 1999. 
 

194. In April 2000, the month before Member Alina Shipilina obtained her U.S. visa, 
the Enterprise expanded its procurement of prostitutes through an arrangement between 
Members Perlin and Alina Shipilina in which Member Alina Shipilina began recruiting 
prostitutes from Krasnodar for the Enterprise’s operations in Mexico.   

 
195. From May 19 to 23, 2000, Member Alina Shipilina traveled to Milan, Florence 

and Venice, Italy to engage in prostitution with Member Ibarra. 
 

196. While in Italy, Member Alina Shipilina picked up from Member Ibarra a 
shipment of narcotics for enhancing sexual pleasure, which she tested on herself, and 
brought back to Russia for the Enterprise to distribute.     

 
197. On May 31, 2000, Member Alina Shipilina received an immigrant visa to travel to 

the United States. 
 
198. In June 2000, the plaintiff learned of adulterous affairs by Member Alina 

Shipilina but still did not know about her true profession or the Enterprise’s Scheme 
against the plaintiff in which Member Alina Shipilina would assist in expanding 
Enterprise activities in America.  

 
199. The plaintiff returned to New York City without Member Alina Shipilina. 

 
200. Member Alina Shipilina called the plaintiff’s Moscow home number, former 

work number and New York number repeatedly in an effort to salvage the Enterprise’s 
Scheme against the plaintiff. 

 
201. In at least two telephone calls between Krasnodar and New York, Member Alina 

Shipilina falsely promised to be faithful, “Roy please give me one last chance.  I will 
correct mistake,” pretended remorse, “I very big sorry,” and, true to form, elicited 
sympathy, “Before you I had nothing.”  

 
202. In June and July 2000, Member Alina Shipilina also sent a letter and post card 

from Russia to the plaintiff in America with false words of love, understanding and 
harmony. 
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203. Member Alina Shipilina’s misrepresentations were intended to lull the plaintiff so 

that the Enterprise’s Scheme could move forward. 
 

204. The plaintiff accepted Member Alina Shipilina’s statements as true and forgave 
her for what he believed were only adulterous affairs and brought her to America. 

 
205. On July 10, 2000, the Enterprise’s Scheme against the plaintiff succeeded in 

gaining Member Alina Shipilina entry into America. 
 

206. On the same day that Member Alina Shipilina entered the U.S., she brought with 
her an amount of narcotics from Krasnodar. 

 
207. Member Alina Shipilina entered America as a “conditional permanent resident”, a 

status that lasted for two years after which she applied for “permanent residency” in 2002 
with the assistance of Member Nicholas J. Mundy. 

 
208. Member Alina Shipilina is currently on a one-year extension of her conditional 

permanent residency and has not yet received permanent residency status from the INS. 
 

209. After Member Alina Shipilina receives permanent residency status, she may apply 
for citizenship in five years.   

 
210. As of July 2000, the Enterprise’s Scheme had so far been successful but was still 

not home free. 
 

211. Member Alina Shipilina was now a conditional permanent resident but not as safe 
from deportation as a permanent resident or naturalized citizen. 

 
212. The Enterprise Scheme’s aim of Member Alina Shipilina working diligently to 

expand the Enterprise’s activities in America would not be fully secure until she obtained 
permanent residency and citizenship. 

 
D.  Aim of Enterprise’s Scheme Is Threatened 
 

213. In July 2000, Member Alina Shipilina began working as a lap-dancer at Flash 
Dancers Topless Club in Manhattan over the plaintiff’s objections. 

 
214. On or about August 2000, the plaintiff became suspicious of Member Alina 

Shipilina’s involvement in prostitution when she began secretly contacting Flash Dancer 
customers over the plaintiff's telephone. 

 
215. The plaintiff confronted Member Alina Shipilina who denied engaging in 

prostitution. 
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216. Member Alina Shipilina continued slipping narcotics into the plaintiff’s meals in 
order to divert him from learning more about her activities as part of the Enterprise. 

 
217. In August 2000, the plaintiff launched an investigation that continues to the 

present day and ended up diverting him from his law and consulting business for two 
years. 

 
218. In September 2000, Member Alina Shipilina visited Krasnodar and Cyprus from 

where she sent post cards to the plaintiff in New York expressing false sentiments in an 
effort to protect the Enterprise’s Scheme by lulling the plaintiff. 

 
219. Also while in Krasnodar and Cyprus and to protect the Enterprise’s Scheme, 

Member Alina Shipilina used telephone conversations with the plaintiff in New York to 
lull him.  

 
220. In October 2000, the plaintiff, as a result of his initial investigation, realized his 

wife’s true occupation and reason for marrying him but was still under aware of the 
Enterprise’s Scheme. 

 
221. The plaintiff told Member Alina Shipilina that he wanted a separation and 

divorce. 
 

222. Member Alina Shipilina enlisted the assistance of the New York and New Jersey 
law firm Kuba, Mundy & Associates, also a Member of the Enterprise, to prevent any 
separation or divorce from interfering with her becoming a permanent resident and 
eventually a naturalized citizen. 

 
223. At the end of October 2000, the plaintiff and Member Alina Shipilina met with 

Member Peter Petrovich at Kuba, Mundy & Associates concerning the impact of a 
separation and divorce on Member Alina Shipilina’s immigrant status. 

 
224. Member Petrovich, after consulting with Member Mundy, advised Member Alina 

Shipilina and the plaintiff that the plaintiff would have to sign a fraudulent affidavit for 
the INS in order to avoid problems with Member Alina Shipilina becoming a permanent 
resident. 

 
225. Member Petrovich also advised both to lie to the INS by stating the separation 

occurred in 2001 instead of 2000 in order to avoid the INS questioning the bona fides of a 
marriage that dissolved in the same year it was entered.   

 
226. In November 2000, after consulting with an attorney, the plaintiff told Member 

Alina Shipilina he would not lie to the INS in order to assure her receiving permanent 
residency and eventually naturalization. 

 
227. From July to November 2000, Member Alina Shipilina used the U.S. post and 

international telephone system to consult with Member Inessa Shipilina on ways to lull 
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the plaintiff into assisting Member Alina Shipilina in acquiring permanent residency and 
eventually naturalization. 

 
E.  Enterprise’s Illegal Activities to Protect its Scheme 
 

228. In November Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina agreed to use 
illegal and legal means to force the plaintiff to lie to the INS in order to protect the 
Enterprise’s Scheme and prevent the plaintiff from eventually exposing the Enterprise’s 
activities through his investigation. 

 
229. On December 13, 2000, Member Alina Shipilina intentionally filed a false report 

with the 114th Police Precinct in Queens, New York at the direction of Members Mundy 
and Petrovich. 

 
230. In the report, Member Alina Shipilina falsely accused the plaintiff of extortion 

and making threats. 
 

231. Member Alina Shipilina, however, refused to press charges at that time. 
 

232. Members Mundy and Petrovich directed Member Alina Shipilina to hold off on 
pressing the false charges so that at the appropriate time the existence of the report 
combined with the threat to press charges could be used by the Enterprise to intimidate 
the plaintiff into lying to the INS. 

 
233. On or about December 2000, Member Alina Shipilina told the plaintiff during a 

telephone conversation that she would reward him for helping her stay in the U.S. 
 

234. In December 2000 or January 2001, Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina 
Shipilina agreed to obtain a temporary order of protection—also based on falsehoods—
against the plaintiff in order to pressure the plaintiff into lying to the INS. 

 
235. On January 28, 2001, the plaintiff met with Member Alina Shipilina in order to 

separate their joint HMO policy. 
 
236. Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina agreed before that January 28th 

meeting to have Member Alina Shipilina threaten the plaintiff with physical harm and 
even death from her Russian criminal associates in order to scare the plaintiff into lying 
to the INS. 

 
237. At the January 28th meeting, Member Alina Shipilina threatened the plaintiff with 

physical harm and possibly death from her Russian criminal associates unless he agreed 
to lie to the INS for her. 

 
238. The plaintiff refused to comply with Member Alina Shipilina’s threats. 
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239. On January 31, 2001, one year to the day that the plaintiff proposed marriage to 
Member Alina Shipilina, Member Alina Shipilina obtained a temporary order of 
protection based on false testimony in an ex parte court proceeding. 

 
240. Just six days after issuance of the temporary order of protection, Member Mundy 

sent the plaintiff a letter threatening commencement of  “difficult” divorce proceedings 
unless the plaintiff met to resolve the issues.  

 
241. When viewed in the context of the temporary order of protection obtained through 

perjured testimony and the previous threat of harm made by Member Alina Shipilina, the 
Mundy letter was meant to intimidate the plaintiff into lying before the INS.  

 
242. On February 20, 2001, the plaintiff responded by serving an action for 

divorce/annulment.  
 

243. In February or March 2001, Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina 
agreed to modify their tactics for accomplishing the Enterprise’s Scheme by focusing on 
intimidating the plaintiff to agree to a divorce settlement in order to avoid a trial that 
threatened to expose the Enterprise’s Scheme and its activities. 

 
244. A trial would produce evidence of Member Alina Shipilina’s fraud on the INS, 

U.S. tax evasion, money laundering, violation of foreign transactions reporting, 
prostitution, promoting prostitution, narcotics trafficking and perjury that would threaten 
the Enterprise’s Scheme and risk exposure of Enterprise activities in which Member 
Alina Shipilina was involved. 

 
245. In March 2001, Member Mundy attempted to intimidate the plaintiff out of going 

to trial by lying to the plaintiff’s divorce attorney that Mundy possessed medical records 
showing the plaintiff had beaten Member Alina Shipilina.   

 
246. The plaintiff pressed on for a trail. 

 
247.  On March 14, 2001, the plaintiff had a complaint and summons, issued by a 

Queens, New York court, served on Member Alina Shipilina while giving lap-dances at 
Flash Dancers. 

 
248. The complaint concerned previous threats of physical harm made by Member 

Alina Shipilina against the plaintiff. 
 

249. Member Alina Shipilina, standing at six feet five inches in her heels, physically 
grabbed hold of the five foot eight inch tall process server and slammed her hand holding 
the complaint and summons into the process server’s chest. 

 
250. Member Alina Shipilina, joined by Flash Dancers Gangster 1, both physically 

barred the process server from leaving the club. 
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251. Members Alina Shipilina and Flash Dancers Gangster 1 tried to intimidate the 
process server into taking back the papers. 

 
252. The process server refused and he was finally allowed to leave. 

 
253. In March 2001, the plaintiff notified the INS of Member Alina Shipilina 's 

intentional misrepresentations and omissions to the INS and the Department of State in 
order for her to obtain entry into America. 

 
254. Sometime after March, Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina agreed to 

bribe an INS agent or agents in New York City to prevent deportation of Member Alina 
Shipilina. 

 
255. Sometime after March, Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina bribed an 

INS agent or agents in New York City to prevent deportation of Member Alina Shipilina.    
 

256. In April and June 2001, the plaintiff traveled to Member Alina Shipilina’s home 
city, Krasnodar, Russia, in order to authenticate documents and discover information and 
potential witnesses in preparation for a divorce/annulment trial. 

 
257. While searching for potential witnesses at the college where Member Alina 

Shipilina previously attended and taught, Member Vladimir Gavrilovich Minchenko, 
Vice Rector of the Krasnodar Academy of Physical Culture, and Academy Thugs 1 and 2 
forced the plaintiff and his female translator under the threat of physical injury to 
Member Minchenko’s office. 

 
258. Member Minchenko roughly grabbed the translator’s upper arm and pulled her up 

the stairs to his office while Academy Thugs 1 and 2 menacingly directed the plaintiff to 
follow with the two of them walking closely behind the plaintiff. 

 
259. In Member Minchenko’s office, the plaintiff and his translator were held against 

their will for nearly an hour of interrogation. 
 

260. While in Member Minchenko’s office, Member Minchenko tried to reach 
Member Inessa Shipilina by telephone. 

 
261. During the interrogation, the plaintiff explained, among other matters, the 

evidentiary need to authenticate the handwriting of Member Alina Shipilina’s diary for a 
divorce trial and requested a sample of her writing from the academy’s files. 

 
262. Member Minchenko initially agreed but subsequently did not produce the samples 

in order to prevent the authentication of the handwriting in Member Alina Shipilina’s 
diary. 

 
263. Member Minchenko informed Member Inessa Shipilina about the plaintiff's 

discovery efforts in Krasnodar. 
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264. Member Inessa Shipilina informed Member Alina Shipilina about the plaintiff’s 

discovery efforts in Krasnodar.  
 

265. Members Mundy, Petrovich, Alina Shipilina, and Inessa Shipilina agreed that 
Inessa Shipilina, who was outside the personal jurisdiction of the New York State 
Supreme Court, would, with the assistance of Enterprise gangsters in Krasnodar, conduct 
a campaign of threats and intimidation to prevent witnesses from providing testimony to 
any U.S. authorities, including the New York divorce court. 

 
266. Member Inessa Shipilina’s campaign instilled fear in witnesses by threatening to 

falsely accuse them of a crime and having corrupt police officials file criminal charges 
against them. 

 
267. Member Inessa Shipilina instilled fear in witnesses by threatening them with 

physical injury from the Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal 
Gang 5 or Chechen Criminal Gang 1. 

 
268. Member Inessa Shipilina arranged for the Enterprise’s Baraev Islamic Terror and 

Crime Clan or Russian Criminal Gang 5 or Chechen Criminal Gang 1 to threaten 
witnesses with physical injury. 

 
269. Member Alexey Smolin assisted in preventing the discovery of evidence useful to 

the INS or a New York State court by orchestrating a cover up among various people 
knowledgeable about Member Alina Shipilina and Enterprise activities. 

 
270. In an effort to stop the obstruction of the plaintiff’s discovery by Enterprise 

members, the plaintiff hired a Krasnodar attorney to request assistance from the local 
prosecutor. 

 
271. The Krasnodar prosecutor pursued a case of criminal defamation against Member 

Inessa Shipilina for slandering the plaintiff in carrying out the campaign to prevent 
witnesses from testifying.   

 
272. The Krasnodar prosecutor indicted Member Inessa Shipilina on January 25, 2002, 

for criminal defamation, but long before then, the plaintiff’s witnesses had been 
intimidated into silence. 

 
273. In July 2001, the Enterprise made another attempt to intimidate the plaintiff into 

foregoing a trial in the divorce/annulment action when Member Mundy lied to the 
plaintiff’s lawyer that Mundy had access to an audiotape of the plaintiff trying to extort 
money from Member Alina Shipilina. 

 
274. The plaintiff continued his preparations for a trial. 
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275. On or about July 2001, Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina agreed to 
submit a false net worth statement for Member Alina Shipilina to the New York State 
Supreme Court in the divorce/annulment proceeding. 

 
276. The net worth statement required by the court was falsified in order to hide most 

of Member Alina Shipilina’s income from Enterprise activities on which she intentionally 
paid no taxes and smuggled out of the country. 

 
277. The falsified net worth statement was submitted in the divorce/annulment 

proceedings on or about August 2001. 
 

278. In October 2001, the plaintiff learned that his attorney at a preliminary conference 
on July 26, 2001 in the divorce/annulment proceeding had disregarded the plaintiff’s 
instructions and agreed to settle the divorce/annulment action.  

 
279. At a compliance conference on October 4, 2001, the divorce court judge told the 

parties that if the plaintiff wanted to try to set aside his prior attorney’s agreement to 
settle, then the plaintiff would have to make a motion for a trial. 

 
280. Following the October 4th conference, Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina 

Shipilina agreed to have an organized crime member threaten the plaintiff in order to 
dissuade him from filing a motion for a trial.  

 
281. Member Alina Shipilina and Member Barry, Flash Dancers' Night Manager, or 

Flash Dancers Manager 3 arranged for Member Madison to make a threatening telephone 
call to the plaintiff. 

 
282. On October 19th in the evening, a man using the name John Madison called the 

plaintiff’s mobile telephone and in a threatening tone of voice left a message that warned 
the plaintiff against pursuing the legal proceedings against Member Alina Shipilina. 

 
283. Under the circumstances, the plaintiff interpreted the threat as referring to the 

motion for a trial and that if he went ahead with the motion, Member Madison would 
cause the plaintiff physical harm.  

 
284. The threatening telephone call made the plaintiff fearful for his physical safety, so 

he decided against making a motion for a trial and settled the case in November 2001.     
 

285. The Enterprise learned in late January or early February 2002 of the criminal 
indictment in Krasnodar of Member Inessa Shipilina for defaming the plaintiff. 

 
286. The Enterprise learned in the first part of February or earlier that the INS office at 

the U.S. Embassy in Moscow had initiated an investigation into Member Alina Shipilina 
for possible deportation.  
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287. Enterprise Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina once again agreed to 
use a member of organized crime to intimidate the plaintiff into withdrawing his 
cooperation with the Krasnodar prosecutor and the INS at the Embassy in Moscow. 

 
288. Member Alina Shipilina and Member Barry, Flash Dancers' Night Manager, or 

Flash Dancers Manager 4 arranged for Member John Pierre, to make a threatening 
telephone call to the plaintiff. 

 
289. On February 6, 2002, in the evening, a man using the name John Pierre called the 

plaintiff’s mobile and left a threatening message warning the plaintiff: “…cease and 
desist with your actions against Alina Shipilina,” “I know everything about you,” “…you 
disgust me,” “…I’m very much available,” “You better get your act together…,” “… you 
at this point in time have crossed several boundaries that cause for a lot of red flags to 
wave in the air…,” and, “That’s it—leave her alone! Have a nice day.” 

 
290. Under the circumstances, the exceedingly menacing tone of voice and text of the 

call made clear to the plaintiff that if he did not cease and desist cooperating with the INS 
in Moscow and the Krasnodar prosecutor, then serious physical harm would befall him.   

 
291. Member Madison and Member Pierre are the same person whose real name is 

unknown to the plaintiff. 
 

292. Although shaken and fearful, the plaintiff continued to cooperate with the INS 
and the Krasnodar prosecutor. 

 
293. On or about March 2002, Members Mundy, Petrovich, Alina Shipilina, Inessa 

Shipilina and the Enterprise’s Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal 
Gang 5 or Chechen Criminal Gang 1 agreed to have members of one of these 
organizations threaten witnesses into recanting their testimony against Member Inessa 
Shipilina in the Krasnodar criminal defamation case. 

 
294. Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina used the international telephone 

and transportation systems to arrange for threatening witnesses into recanting their 
testimonies against Member Inessa Shipilina. 

 
295. Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina used the international system for 

transferring money to move funds from America to Russia in order to pay for the 
threatening of witnesses. 

 
296. The funds used to pay for the threatening of witnesses came from illegal 

Enterprise activities in the U.S. 
 

297. Witnesses in the criminal case received threats from the Enterprise’s Baraev 
Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal Gang 5 or Chechen Criminal Gang 1, 
which caused many of the witnesses to recant their testimonies against Member Inessa 
Shipilina. 
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298. On or about March 2002, Enterprise Members Mundy, Petrovich, Alina Shipilina 

and Inessa Shipilina agreed to bribe Krasnodar officials to close the criminal case against 
Member Inessa Shipilina. 

 
299. The money for the bribe came from illegal Enterprise activities in the U.S. 

 
300. Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina used the international telephone 

and transportation systems to arrange for the payment of the bribe. 
 

301. Members Mundy, Petrovich and Alina Shipilina used the international system for 
transferring money to move funds from America to Russia in order to pay the bribe. 

 
302. Member Alina Shipilina or Inessa Shipilina or Krasnodar Briber 1 paid around 

$10,000 to Members Ostapenko, Kurilko and Borisova of the Department of Internal 
Affairs in Krasnodar to close the criminal case. 

 
303. On or about March 2002, the criminal case against Member Inessa Shipilina was 

closed. 
 

304. Members Ostapenko, Kurilko and Borisova’s closing of the criminal case kept 
hidden from the public evidence of the Enterprise’s Scheme and its operations. 

 
305. Members Ostapenko, Kurilko and Borisova continue to prevent the prosecution of 

cases in Krasnodar that would expose the Enterprise’s operations. 
 

306. On or about March 2001, Members Mundy, Petrovich, and Alina Shipilina agreed 
to influence or reward Queens Detective Bob Henning for threatening the plaintiff with 
arrest in order to intimidate the plaintiff into ceasing his cooperation with the INS in 
Moscow and preventing him from trying to reopen the Krasnodar criminal case against 
Member Inessa Shipilina. 

 
307. Members Mundy, Petrovich or Alina Shipilina provided Member Henning with 

bribes or rewards in the form of money or sexual services from Member Alina Shipilina 
for agreeing to contact the plaintiff to threaten him with arrest in order to stop the 
plaintiff from cooperating with the INS in Moscow or reopening the Member Inessa 
Shipilina case. 

 
308. On March 27, 2002, in the Kafkaesque hours before 9 a.m., Member Henning 

telephoned the plaintiff at his unlisted home number, which was known by Member Alina 
Shipilina. 

 
309. Member Henning told the plaintiff that because of a complaint recently made by 

Member Alina Shipilina about an alleged violation of a temporary order of protection, the 
plaintiff would have to surrender for arrest at a time worked out with the plaintiff’s 
attorney. 
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310. The temporary order of protection referred to by Member Henning was the one 

that Member Alina Shipilina obtained by testifying falsely in an ex parte hearing in 
January 2001. 

 
311. That temporary order of protection had been dismissed nine months earlier in July 

2001. 
 

312. Member Henning could not explain why the plaintiff was to be arrested nine 
months after the temporary order of protection had been dismissed. 

 
313. The plaintiff’s attorneys, at a cost of $3500, contacted Member Henning who 

could not specify the charge under which the plaintiff was to be arrested.  
 

314. Member Henning decided not to arrest the plaintiff on the previously agreed to 
date and told the plaintiffs attorney that he referred the matter to the Queens District 
Attorney’s Computer Crime Division.   

 
315. Member Henning communicated with Member Alina Shipilina, Mundy or 

Petrovich concerning the intimidation tactic through means that included interstate or 
international telephone calls. 

 
316. Members Mundy, Pertovich and Alina Shipilina also agreed in March to keep the 

intimidation pressure on the plaintiff by having Member Madison or Pierre, make another 
threatening telephone call to the plaintiff. 

 
317. Member Alina Shipilina and Member Barry, Flash Dancers' Night Manager or 

Flash Dancers Manager 5 arranged for Member Madison or Pierre to make another 
threatening telephone call to the plaintiff. 

 
318. On March 27, 2002, in the evening, a man calling himself John Pierre telephoned 

the plaintiff and threatened him not to testify before the INS or try to reopen the 
Krasnodar criminal case.   

 
319. In late July or early August 2002 while in Krasnodar, Member Alina Shipilina 

contracted with the Enterprise’s Asypyan Criminal Association in Krasnodar to use any 
means necessary, including murder, to keep the plaintiff from testifying before any INS 
proceeding that might occur concerning member Alina Shipilina. 

 
 

VIII.  Other Criminal Operations by the Enterprise that Impact the U.S. 
 
A.  Krasnodar, Russia Nexus 
 

320. Enterprise Members Alexey Smolin, Khachaturyan A. Asypyan, Volchok, 
Raketa, Alina Shipilina, Albatross Club and Albatross Club Gangster 1 agreed in March 
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2000 that once Member Alina Shipilina obtained U.S. residency they would begin 
building an operation for transporting prostitutes, pornography and narcotics to America. 

 
321. Enterprise Members Smolin, Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Alina Shipilina, 

Albatross Club and Albatross Club Gangster 1 agreed in March 2000 that Member Alina 
Shipilina would smuggle or arrange for smuggling profits out of America from the 
prostitution, pornography and narcotics operations. 

 
322. Members Smolin, Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Alina Shipilina, Albatross Club and 

Albatross Club Gangster 1 currently transport prostitutes, pornography and narcotics 
from Krasnodar to America. 

 
323. Members Smolin, Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Alina Shipilina, Albatross Club and 

Albatross Club Gangster 1 bribe U.S. government employees to acquire U.S. visas for 
Enterprise prostitutes. 

 
324. Members Smolin, Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Alina Shipilina, Albatross Club and 

Albatross Club Gangster 1 arrange for counterfeiting U.S. visas and alien registration 
cards for Russian prostitutes to enter and work in America. 

 
325. Members Smolin, Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Alina Shipilina, Albatross Club and 

Club Gangster 1 counsel and assist Russian prostitutes to make false statements on their 
visa petitions or applications. 

 
326. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech Internet Strip Club Network, and American 
Organized Crime Gang 1 entered into an agreement in 2000 with Members Smolin, 
Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Alina Shipilina, Albatross Club and Club Gangster 1 for the 
importation of prostitutes, pornography and narcotics into the U.S.; providing sponsors, 
petitioners and employers on visa applications for Russian prostitutes; and recruiting and 
hiring Russians unlawfully admitted to the U.S. 

 
327. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech, American Organized Crime Gang1 and other 
American lap-dancing clubs sign on as sponsors, petitioners and employers in order to 
obtain visas for Russian prostitutes. 

 
328. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech, American Organized Crime Gang 1 and other 
American lap-dancing clubs certify, swear or declare as true information concerning 
Russian prostitutes that is intentionally false or omits facts in order to obtain the visas.    

 
329. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech, American Organized Crime Gang1 and other 
American lap-dancing clubs employ the imported prostitutes to sell sexual services to 
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club customers and Internet subscribers to www.flashdancersnyc.com and other Internet 
sites. 

 
330. Enterprise photographer Dmitri Morosov supplies much of the Krasnodar 

pornography that Members Smolin, Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Alina Shipilina, 
Albatross Club and Albatross Club Gangster 1 transport to America. 

 
331. The Krasnodar pornography is sold and distributed on the Cybertech Internet site 

www.flashdancernyc.com and other Internet sites by Members Flash Dancers Topless 
Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech, 
American Organized Crime Gang1 and other American lap-dancing clubs. 

 
332. Member Alina Shipilina regularly smuggles into America narcotics that she 

obtains from the Enterprise’s Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Chechen Criminal 
Gang 2 or Russian Criminal Gang 4 in the Krasnodar region, which includes part of the 
Russian Caucasus.  

 
333. In 2000, Members Barry, Flash Dancers’ Night Manager, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 and 2 and Alina Shipilina agreed to surreptitiously feed imported narcotics to 
the prostitution and lap-dancing customers at Flash Dancers in order to keep them 
returning. 

 
334. Members Barry, Flash Dancers’ Night Manager, Flash Dancers Managers 1 and 2 

and Alina Shipilina secretly slip narcotics to the prostitution and lap-dancing customers at 
Flash Dancers. 

 
335. Member Alina Shipilina personally smuggles or arranges for the smuggling out of 

America some of the profits from the Krasnodar supply of prostitutes, pornography and 
narcotics. 

 
336. Member Alina Shipilina does not file the required reports for transporting over 

$10,000 out of the U.S. 
 

337. Member Alina Shipilina makes telephone calls from New York to Krasnodar 
concerning the Enterprise’s Krasnodar operations of supplying prostitutes, pornography 
and narcotics to America.  

 
338. Member Alina Shipilina periodically travels to Krasnodar for meetings with 

Smolin, Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa and Albatross Club Gangster 1 concerning the 
Enterprise’s Krasnodar operations of supplying prostitutes, pornography and narcotics to 
America.  

 
339. Member Alina Shipilina began her career with the Enterprise in the early 1990s 

when, after moving from Grozny, Chechnya, she enrolled her name on what Krasnodar 
models call the “dirty girls list” at the Vasilyeva Fashion House. 
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340. The “dirty girls list” offered up a selection of prostitutes to powerful politicians 
and wealthy organized crime figures. 

 
341. Member Alina Shipilina in the mid 1990s expanded the Enterprise’s prostitution 

and pornography activities in Krasnodar. 
 

342. Member Alina Shipilina procured additional prostitutes, among them Krasnodar 
Prostitutes 1 to 3, for the Enterprise and employed a marketer or pimp named Rey to 
increase business in Krasnodar. 

 
343. The Enterprise’s Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3 presently help Member Alina 

Shipilina recruit prostitutes for export to the U.S. 
 

344. Member Rey continues to pimp many Krasnodar models for the Enterprise by 
selling their sexual services to local gangsters and influential government officials. 

 
345. Member Rey provides models for transportation to America to work as prostitutes 

for the Enterprise. 
 

346. Member Rey provides models to perform in pornography produced in Krasnodar 
by the Enterprise for the U.S. market. 

 
347. Member Alina Shipilina still provides personalized prostitution services to some 

Members of the Enterprise’s Albatross Club when she returns to Krasnodar from New 
York City every two or three months. 

 
348. The Enterprise’s Vasilyeva Fashion House still provides call girl services in 

Krasnodar through its “dirty girls list.” 
 

349. The Enterprise’s Vasilyeva Fashion House obtains most of its revenue from 
recruiting Russian females to work as prostitutes in Russia and overseas. 

 
350. In 2001 Members Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima expanded the 

Vasilyeva Fashion House’s prostitution supply services to America when they obtained 
U.S. residency status and set up shop in Greenfield, Wisconsin. 

 
351. Members Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima provided the INS and 

Department of State with materially false information in order to obtain their visas and 
entry into the U.S. 

 
352. Members Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima import Russian prostitutes 

into America, in part, by smuggling them across the Canadian border. 
 

353. Members Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima intentionally provide the 
INS with false information or omit facts in order to obtain visas for some of their 
imported prostitutes. 
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354. Members Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima promote prostitution in 

Wisconsin and other states.  
 

355. Members Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima travel within the U.S. and 
overseas in order to promote, manage and carry on the Vasilyeva Fashion House’s 
prostitution business.  

 
B.  Moscow, Russia Nexus 
 

356. Member Alina Shipilina expanded her Enterprise prostitution services outside of 
Krasnodar in the late 1990s by advertising on the Internet and commuting periodically to 
Moscow for prostitution, hands-on lap dancing and pornography arranged for by Member 
Phodes Studio.  

 
357. Member Phodes Studio, at Member Alina Shipilina’s direction, advertised her 

sexual services on the Phodes web site and elsewhere by using naked pictures of her 
taken by the company’s president, Member Perlin. 

 
358. Member Phodes Studio periodically held and continues to hold Friday night 

parties that are attended by American executives working in Moscow; Russian gangsters, 
politicians and businessmen; and Phodes Studio models and prostitutes. 

 
359. Member Alina Shipilina attended many of these parties.   

 
360. In the late 1990s, Member Alina Shipilina also traveled to Moscow in order to 

find an American man to take her to America where she could assist in expanding the 
Enterprise’s activities.  

 
361. Members Alina Shipilina and Perlin agreed to further the Enterprise’s activities in 

America by finding Member Alina Shipilina an American to fraudulently marry. 
 

362. Member Perlin personally introduced Alina Shipilina to Americans in Moscow 
and included her on the Phodes Studio “Introduction” web site at the time. 

 
363. The Phodes Studio “Introduction” web site used and uses, currently at 

www.phodes.net, the Internet to duplicitously advertise Russian prostitutes as honest and 
decent women wanting to marry an American and raise a family in the U.S. 

 
364. Member Perlin generally charges the unsuspecting American thousands of dollars 

to meet a number of his clandestine prostitutes from whom to choose a wife or a girl 
friend. 

 
365. Member Phodes Studio has defrauded American men out of tens of thousands of 

dollars.  
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366. The “Introduction” web site is also a means by which the Enterprise maintains its 
fifth column in America for carrying out its criminal activities. 

 
367. In the late 1990s, Member Perlin agreed with an American official at the United 

States Embassy in Moscow to pay the official bribes in return for U.S. work and travel 
visas for some of Member Perlin’s Russian prostitutes. 

 
368. Member Perlin bribed the Embassy official with around $3,000 to $4,000 per 

visa. 
 

369. Member Perlin instructed his prostitutes to make false statements or omit facts in 
order to obtain U.S. visas. 

 
370. Member Perlin arranged with his business allies in the U.S. to provide or act as 

sponsors, petitioners and employers in which false or omitted information was 
intentionally used to obtain visas and entry into the U.S. for some of Member Perlin’s 
prostitutes 

 
C.  California, U.S.A. Nexus 
 

371. Member Perlin entered an agreement with Enterprise Member California Pimp in 
which California Pimp would assist in obtaining visas for Phodes Studio prostitutes and 
import them to California to work as prostitutes, lap-dancers and pornography starlets. 

  
372. Member California Pimp ran a brothel/lap-dancing club in southern California. 

 
373. Member Perlin obtained visas for a number of his prostitutes through the 

assistance of Member California Pimp. 
 

374. Member California Pimp intentionally made materially false statements or 
omitted information as the sponsor, petitioner or employer when obtaining visas for some 
of Member Perlin’s prostitutes. 

 
375. These prostitutes traveled to California where they worked for Member California 

Pimp who controlled and harbored them while they engaged in prostitution, lap dancing 
and pornography. 

 
376. Also centered in California Member Paulsen imports, distributes and sells 

pornography videos made with Russian prostitutes under contract to member Perlin and 
the Red Star model agency. 

 
377. Members Perlin, Marc L. Paulsen and Alina Shipilina, in the fall of 1998, 

produced a masturbation video at Phodes Studio in Moscow in which member Alina 
Shipilina starred.  

 
378. Member Paulsen imported the video to California. 
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379. Member Paulsen distributed the video in California and other states while 

Member Perlin sold it in Russia and over the Internet. 
 

380. On one occasion, U.S. Customs interdicted Member Paulsen importing 
pornography videos into America when he returned from one of his trips to Moscow.  

 
D.  Cyprus Nexus 
 

381. The Enterprise’s Russian Criminal Gang 2 and 3 operated and continue to operate 
at least two brothel/strip clubs in Limassol, Cyprus: Zygos and Tramps. 

 
382. Marios, Melios and Irina Athanasiou use the Enterprise’s Athanasiou Agency and 

IRINIS as fronts for importing prostitutes and hands-on lap dancers from the Vasilyeva 
Fashion House and from other model agencies in Krasnodar.  

 
383. The Enterprise’s Athanasiou Agency and IRINIS also recruit prostitutes and 

hands-on lap dancers from other regions of Russia and the countries of Moldavia, 
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Rumania, Bulgaria, Poland and the Philippines.  

 
384. Member Marios Athanasiou periodically flies from Cyprus to Krasnodar to 

distribute the cash profits from the clubs to the Enterprise’s Russian Criminal Gangs 2 
and 3. 

 
385. The Enterprise’s Athanasiou Agency and IRINIS acquire visas for foreign 

prostitutes and hands-on lap dancers by bribing Cypriot immigration officials, in 
particular, Member A.Charalambous, a chief immigration officer.   

 
386. Because prostitution is against the law in Cyprus, the visas falsely categorize the 

prostitutes as "artist(s)".   
 

387. Member Alina Shipilina traveled to Cyprus in December 1998 to work as part of 
the Enterprise’s network of Russian prostitutes earning hard currency overseas. 

 
388. Members Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima of the Vasilyeva Fashion 

House made arrangements with Members Melios, Irina and Marios Athanasiou in Cyprus 
for Member Alina Shipilina and another Vasilyeva model to work as prostitutes and 
hands-on lap dancers at Zygos or Tramps. 

 
389. Before beginning work, Member Alina Shipilina required a Cypriot doctor’s 

certificate stating she was free of venereal disease and AIDS. 
 

390. Zygos, where Member Alina Shipilina worked, offers a menu of sexual services 
for which an employee usually receives a third of the price for a sex act plus a daily 
salary.  The menu includes “vaginal intercourse” 60 Cypriot pounds, “oral intercourse” 
20 pounds and masturbation 10. 
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391. In addition to selling sex at Zygos, Member Alina Shipilina cut her own private 

deals with club customers for sex outside of the brothel. 
 

392. Zygos’ manager, Member Marios Athanasiou, complained at the time about 
Member Alina Shipilina cheating the club out of money through her private deals.   

 
393. A prostitute at Zygos can net around $7,000 a month. 

 
394. During Member Alina Shipilina’s prostitution in Cyprus, she arranged for 

Enterprise members traveling back to Russia to smuggle her profits to Member Inessa 
Shipilina in Krasnodar. 

 
395. Member Alina Shipilina returned to Krasnodar in June 1999 with thousands of 

dollars in cash and gifts that she failed to declare to Cypriot and Russian customs.  
 

396. Member Alina Shipilina, who stands at over sex feet tall and around a 145 
pounds, hid the cash inside her body, the heels of her shoes and the lining in her 
suitcases. 

 
397. During Member Alina Shipilina’s sojourn in Cyprus, she maintained contact with 

Member Perlin of Phodes Studio in Moscow about business opportunities for her sexual 
services or Americans interested in marrying a Russian.  

 
398. In July 1999, Member Perlin notified Member Alina Shipilina of additional 

business opportunities for her sexual services in Moscow. 
 

399. Member Alina Shipilina traveled to Moscow where she appeared in another 
pornography video for Phodes Studio and performed at a couple of private business 
affairs as a prostitute. 

 
400. Member Alina Shipilina also met the plaintiff on her July 1999 trip to Moscow. 

 
401. In September 2000 members Marios, Melios and Irina Athanasiou, Alina 

Shipilina, Inessa Shipilina and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 agreed to export 
prostitutes from Zygos and Tramps to America. 

 
402. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1 entered 
into an agreement in the Fall of 2000 with Members Marios, Melios and Irina 
Athanasiou, Alina Shipilina, Inessa Shipilina and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 for the 
importation of prostitutes and pornography into the U.S.; providing sponsors, petitioners 
and employers on visa applications for Russian prostitutes; and recruiting and hiring 
Russians unlawfully admitted to the U.S. 
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403. Members Marios, Melios and Irina Athanasiou, Alina Shipilina, Inessa Shipilina 
and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 presently transport prostitutes from Zygos and 
Tramps to America. 

 
404. A key juncture in the underground airway of prostitutes from Russia to Cyprus to 

the U.S. is Member Charalambous, a chief in Cypriot Immigration. 
 

405. Member Charalambous permits the Enterprise to import Russian prostitutes into 
Cyprus, arranges for the prostitutes to receive Cypriot papers that hide their true 
occupation and uses his contacts with American immigration to subsequently expedite 
travel visas to America for the Enterprise’s prostitutes. 

 
406. Members Marios, Melios and Irina Athanasiou, and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 

and 3 bribe U.S. employees to acquire visas for the prostitutes to travel to America. 
 

407. Members Marios, Melios and Irina Athanasiou, and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 
and 3 arrange for the counterfeiting of U.S. visas and alien registration cards so that their 
prostitutes can enter and work in America. 

 
408. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech, American Organized Crime Gang 1 and other 
American lap-dancing clubs act as sponsors, petitioners and employers for obtaining 
visas for the Cypriot prostitutes. 

 
409. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech, American Organized Crime Gang 1 and other 
American lap-dancing clubs certify, swear or declare as true information concerning 
Russian prostitutes that is false or omits facts in order to obtain the visas.    

 
410. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech, American Organized Crime Gang 1 and other 
American lap-dancing clubs hire the imported prostitutes to sell sexual services to club 
customers and Internet subscribers through www.flashdancersnyc.com and other Internet 
sites. 

 
411.  In the year 2001, Members Marios, Melios and Irina Athanasiou, Alina Shipilina, 

Inessa Shipilina and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 agreed to produce pornography for 
export to America by using prostitutes from Zygos and Tramps. 

 
412. Members Marios, Melios and Irina Athanasiou, Alina Shipilina, Inessa Shipilina 

and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 export pornography to the U.S.  
 
413. The pornography is sold and distribute on the Cybertech Internet site 

www.flashdancernyc.com and other sites by the Enterprise’s American Organized Crime 
Gang 1. 
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414. Member Alina Shipilina smuggles and arranges for smuggling out of America 
some of the profits from the Cypriot supplied prostitutes and pornography. 

 
415. Member Alina Shipilina does not file reports on transporting over $10,000 of this 

money out of the country at a time. 
 

416. Member Alina Shipilina makes telephone calls from New York to members in 
Krasnodar and Cyprus concerning the Enterprise’s importing of prostitutes and 
pornography from Cyprus.  

 
417. Member Alina Shipilina periodically travels from New York to Krasnodar and 

Cyprus for meetings with other members of the Enterprise concerning importing 
prostitutes and pornography from Cyprus.  

 
E.  Mexico Nexus 
 

418. Member Perlin exports Russian prostitutes to Mexico with the assistance of his 
Mexican partners, Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency. 

 
419. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency import prostitutes from Russia, 

Eastern Europe, South America and other parts of the world to engage in prostitution for 
the Enterprise in Mexico. 

 
420. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency obtain working visas for the 

prostitutes under the disguise of translators or other legitimate occupations. 
 
421. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency bribe Mexican immigration officials 

to obtain working visas for alien prostitutes. 
 

422. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency find positions for the prostitutes in 
the Enterprise’s brothel/lap-dancing clubs in Mexico, such as “The Men’s Club”. 

 
423. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency recruit and transport some of the 

Russian and Eastern European prostitutes across the Mexican border with the U.S. to 
work for the Enterprise as prostitutes, lap-dancers and pornography starlets in America. 

 
424. Members Roberto & Rosa Elina Quilan manage an Enterprise brothel/lap-dancing 

club in Mexico City—The Men’s Club. 
 

425. Member Mexican Organized Crime Gang 1 controls The Men’s Club. 
 

426. Members Roberto & Rosa Elina Quinlan and Mexican Organized Crime Gang 1 
recruit and transport some of the prostitutes that work for The Men’s Club into America 
to work for the Enterprise as prostitutes, lap dancers and pornography starlets. 
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427. Member Max Gracia Appedole assists in the transportation of prostitutes from 
The Men’s Club into America by bribing Mexican army officials to allow the 
transportation of the prostitutes across Mexico’s northern border. 

 
428. Member Azul recruits females from Europe to work as prostitutes for the 

Enterprise at The Men’s Club and in the U.S. 
 

429. In the fall of 1999, Member Alina Shipilina earned tens of thousands of dollars 
for the Enterprise and herself by providing sexual services in Mexico while working at 
The Men’s Club. 

 
430. Member Alina Shipilina’s prostitution services included renting herself, Member 

Azul and others to wealthy businessmen for weekend trips to resorts such as Acapulco, 
Cancun and Puerto Vallarta.   

 
431. Member Perlin exports pornography produced at Phodes Studio in Moscow to 

Mexcio with the assistance of a Mexican partner called Salvador. 
 

432. Member Salvador transports some of the Phodes pornography into the U.S. to be 
distributed and sold by the Enterprise. 

 
433. Member Alfredo Ibarra Sotelo, a well-known client of The Men’s Club, and his 

company Grupo Ibarra Aisa transport narcotics from Mexico into the U.S., Europe and 
Russia for the Enterprise and participate in the distribution of the narcotics in those 
countries. 

 
F.  United States Nexus 
 

434. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 
Managers 1 to 5 and Barry and American Organized Crime Gang 1 hire illegal Russian 
immigrants and Russian prostitutes to work as lap dancers and prostitutes. 

 
435. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry and American Organized Crime Gang 1, in order to increase 
the club’s business, promote prostitution among its lap dancers and customers.  

 
436. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry and American Organized Crime Gang 1 do not report to the 
Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization that the club hires aliens for the 
purpose of prostitution and other immoral acts. 

 
437. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky and American 

Organized Crime Gang 1’s communications with the New York State Liquor Authority 
fraudulently concealed the prostitution activities conducted through Flash Dancers 
Topless Club. 
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438. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky and American 
Organized Crime Gang 1 misrepresented on their 1996 “license changes application” to 
the New York State Liquor Authority that the only type of business carried on at Flash 
Dancers Topless Club was dancing. 

 
439. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky and American 

Organized Crime Gang 1 misrepresented on their 1996 “license changes application” to 
the New York State Liquor Authority that the only person holding an interest in the Flash 
Dancers Topless Club was Member Lepofsky. 

 
440. Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers Managers 

1 to 5 and Barry and American Organized Crime Gang 1 falsely represent to the U.S. and 
New York State tax authorities that the club's lap-dancers work as independent 
contractors when they are actually employees. 

 
441. Flash Dancers’ night shift has at least 75 lap-dancers working every night of the 

year with the average dancer netting $500 a night.   
 

442. Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers Managers 
1 to 5 and Barry and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s false reporting that its lap-
dancers are independent contractors results in nearly $13 million in cash revenue earned 
by the lap-dancers going unreported and untaxed each year.  

 
443. As an example, Member Alina Shipilina grossed around $275,000 from July 2000 

to July 2002, just from lap dancing.  
 
444. Member Alina Shipilina failed to report most of her cash revenue for the tax year 

2000 when she listed her gross income as only $18,861.   
 

445. Member Alina Shipilina also failed to report most of her revenue for the year 
2001 and 2002.    

 
446. Member Alina Shipilina temporarily stores the cash proceeds of illegal and legal 

Enterprise activities in safe deposit box number 14699 at the Citibank branch located at 
411 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. 

 
447. Member Alina Shipilina periodically smuggles revenues from illegal and legal 

Enterprise activities in amounts of over $10,000 out of the U.S.  
 

448. Member Alina Shipilina smuggles monetary instruments out of the U.S. on or 
inside her person or by arranging for other persons to transport the funds or by depositing 
amounts on her credit cards or ATM cards that allow her to withdraw the funds when 
overseas.  
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449. Alina Shipilina has taken the following known trips overseas and transferred 
funds from illegal and legal Enterprise activities in the amount of over $10,000 on each 
trip: 

a. September 2 to September 29, 2000, traveled via Aeroflot from New York City to 
Moscow then to Krasnodar, Russia, and then Limassol, Cyprus. 

b. December 18, 2000 to January 18, 2001, traveled from New York City to 
Moscow then to Krasnodar, Russia, and to St. Petersburg, Russia, and Cyprus. 

c. Mid-April to mid-May 2001, traveled to Moscow and Krasnodar, Russia, and 
Limassol, Cyprus. 

d. August 6 to September 12, 2001, traveled to Moscow and Krasnodar, Russia, and 
to St. Petersburg, Russia, and Cyprus. 

e. Late December 2001 to January 28, 2002, traveled to Moscow, St. Petersburg and 
Krasnodar, Russia, and to Cyprus. 

f. In July and August 2002 traveled to Moscow, St. Petersburg and Krasnodar, 
Russia, and Cyprus. 

 
450. Member Alina Shipilina deposits some of the money she smuggles overseas into 

her Global Equity Fund, account number 54660, at the Bank of Cyprus branch located at 
282 Aigos Fylaeeos, Aiga Fyaa 3083, Limassol, Cyprus.  

 
451. Member Alina Shipilina failed to report her Bank of Cyprus account on her 

Federal income tax return for the year 2000.    
 

452. Member Alina Shipilina failed to report her Bank of Cyprus account on her 
Federal income tax returns for the years 2001 and 2002. 

 
453. Member Stephanos, a bank employee in Limassol, Cyprus, began in September 

2000 along with Member Alina Shipilina to disguise the source and ownership of 
proceeds from illegal Enterprise activities in the U.S., avoid U.S. taxes and reporting 
requirements, and promote illegal Enterprise activities. 

 
454. Member Stephanos uses his banking connections to transport funds from illegal 

Enterprise activities in the U.S. to places overseas such as Cyprus.  
 

455. Member Stephanos uses the international telephone and wire system to distribute 
the proceeds of illegal Enterprise activities in the U.S. into the overseas accounts of 
Member Alina Shipilina and other Enterprise Members.  

 
456. Member Bank of Cyprus conducts financial transactions with proceeds 

represented to be from illegal Enterprise activities in the U.S. in order to disguise the 
source and ownership of the proceeds and facilitate the avoidance of U.S. reporting 
requirements and the promotion of illegal Enterprise activities. 

 
457. Member Bank of Cyprus conducts some of the financial transactions out of its 

New York City office that involve proceeds represented to be from illegal Enterprise 
activities in the U.S.  
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458. Member Bank of Cyprus uses the international telephone and wiring system to 

distribute the proceeds from illegal Enterprise activities in the U.S. into overseas accounts 
of Enterprise Members. 

 
459. On February 22, 2001, Member Alina Shipilina falsely swore to be a U.S. citizen 

when she registered to vote in federal and state elections in order to obtain a voter 
registration card that along with other documents can be used to create the mask of 
citizenship. 

 
G.  St. Petersburg, Russia Nexus 
 

460. On or about December 2000, Member Alina Shipilina and Member Vladimir 
entered an agreement by which Member Vladimir would assist Member Alina Shipilina 
in smuggling U.S. dollars into Russia, smuggling narcotics into America and recruiting 
Russian females to work as prostitutes in the U.S. 

  
461. In late December 2001 or early January 2002, Member Vladimir of St. Petersburg 

arranged for Member Alina Shipilina to be escorted through Russian customs without 
having to report the tens of thousands of U.S. dollars she carried from America to Russia. 

  
462. Member Vladimir continues to arrange for Member Alina Shipilina to smuggle 

tens of thousands of U.S. dollars into Russia without reporting to Russian customs. 
 

463. Member Vladimir of St. Petersburg arranged for two Enterprise members, one 
with Russia’s Airport Intelligence and the other with Russia’s Organized Crime 
Department, to escort Member Alina Shipilina through Russian customs so as to prevent 
customs from checking her bags for narcotics when she flew back to New York City on 
January 28, 2002.    

 
464. Member Vladimir continues to arrange for Member Alina Shipilina to smuggle 

narcotics from Russia to America. 
 

465. Member Vladimir frequently travels from St. Petersburg to the Black Sea area 
under the cover of selling jewelry in order to disguise his operations of recruiting Russian 
females to work as prostitutes for the Enterprise in America. 

 
 

IX. Defendants Predicate Acts 
 
America 
 
Defendants Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers Night 
Manager Barry, Flash Dancers Managers 1 to 5, Madison or Pierre, Flash Dancers Gangster 1, 
Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1: 
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466. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 
Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1 operations 
include white slavery in violation of 18 U.S.C. 2421 and importing aliens for immoral 
purposes in violation of 8 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
467. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1 engage in 
fraud and the misuse of visas in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1546 by intentionally making 
material misrepresentations in order to maintain their supply of Russian prostitutes and 
lap-dancers. 

 
468. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1 aid and 
abet fraud and the misuse of visas in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1546 by assisting Russian 
females in intentionally making material misrepresentations. 

 
469. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1 failure to 
report to the INS on alien prostitutes working at Flash Dancers and through the Internet 
violates 18 U.S.C. 2424. 

 
470. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s 
importation by mail or otherwise for sale and distribution of pornography violates 18 
U.S.C. 1461, 1462 & 1465. 

 
471. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1 engage in 
the predicate acts in ¶s 466 to 470 to raise revenues for the operation of the Flash Dancers 
Club, the Cybertech Network and other Enterprise activities and to receive money to 
establish Enterprise activities, 18 U.S.C. 1962(a); to maintain control over part of the 
Enterprise’s activities or acquire additional activities, 18 U.S.C. 1962(b); and to manage 
the affairs of part of the Enterprise, 18 U.S.C.1962(c). 

 
472. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1 agreed to 
commit the predicate acts in ¶s 466 to 470 in furtherance of a conspiracy to make money 
for the Enterprise, maintain control over part of the Enterprise’s activities or acquire other 
activities and manage the affairs of part of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
1962(d). 

 
473. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky and American 

Organized Crime Gang 1’s fraudulent concealment from the N.Y. State Liquor Authority 
of prostitution activities and the true owners of Flash Dancers Topless Club constituted 
mail fraud under 18 U.S.C. 1341.  
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474. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club; Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky and American 
Organized Crime Gang 1 engaged in the predicate acts in ¶ 473 to raise revenues for the 
operation of the Flash Dancers Club, the Cybertech Network and other Enterprise 
activities and to maintain control of and conduct the affairs of part of the Enterprise in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & (c). 

 
475. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club; Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky and American 

Organized Crime Gang 1 agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 473 in furtherance of a 
conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & (c). 

 
476. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club; American Organized Crime Gang 1; and 

Flash Dancers Managers Barry, 1 and 2 acquire and dispense narcotics in violation of 21 
U.S.C. 841 and 952. 

 
477. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club; American Organized Crime Gang 1; and 

Flash Dancers Managers Barry, 1 and 2 engage in the predicate acts in ¶ 476 to maintain 
control of and conduct the affairs of part of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
1962(b) & (c). 

 
478. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club; American Organized Crime Gang 1; and 

Flash Dancers Managers Barry, 1 and 2 agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 476 in 
furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) & (c). 

 
479. Members Flash Dancers Managers Barry, 3, 4 or 5’s efforts to silence the plaintiff 

constituted tampering with a witness and informant in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1512. 
 

480. Members Flash Dancers Managers Barry, 3, 4 or 5 engaged in the predicate acts 
in ¶ 479 to maintain control of and manage part of the Enterprise’s affairs in violation of 
18 U.S.C. 1962(b) & (c). 

 
481. Members Flash Dancers Managers Barry, 3, 4 or 5 agreed to commit the predicate 

acts in ¶ 479 in furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 
1962(b) & (c). 

 
482. Member John Madison or Pierre’s three threatening telephone calls to the plaintiff 

constituted tampering with a witness and informant in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1512.  
 

483. Member John Madison or Pierre engaged in the predicate acts in ¶ 482 in order to 
assist the Enterprise in maintaining control of and conducting a segment of its operations 
in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) & (c). 

 
484. Member John Madison or Pierre agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 482 in 

furtherance of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 
1962(b) & (c). 
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Kuba Mundy & Associates, Mundy and Petrovich 
 

485. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates’ alien registration and visa mill operations 
play a key role in the white slave trade in violation of 18 U.S.C. 2421 and importing 
aliens for immoral purposes in violation of 8 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
486. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates’ alien registration and visa mill operations 

participate in fraud and misuse of visas in violation of 18 U.S.C.1546 and the 
procurement of nationality unlawfully in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1425. 

 
487. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates use of coercion, intimidation and knowing 

participation in the threats of physical force against witnesses and informants constitutes 
tampering in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1512. 

 
488. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates engages in the predicate acts in ¶s 485 to 

487 to obtained revenues for its operation as an interstate law firm, to maintain its interest 
in the Enterprise and conduct its role in the affairs of the Enterprise in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & (c). 

 
489. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates agreed to engage in the predicate acts in ¶s 

485 to 487 in furtherance of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 
18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & (c).  

 
 
Mundy 

 
490. Member Mundy’s direction over the alien registration and visa mill operations of 

Kuba, Mundy & Associates plays a key role in the white slave trade in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 2421 and importing aliens for immoral purposes in violation of 8 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
491. Member Mundy’s complicity in fraud and the misuse of visas violates 18 

U.S.C.1546, and his complicity in the procurement of nationality unlawfully violates 18 
U.S.C. 1425. 

 
492. Member Mundy’s direction of the use of coercion, intimidation and threats of 

physical force against witnesses and informants violates the tampering statute, 18 U.S.C. 
1512. 

 
493. Member Mundy’s use of the U.S. mail and interstate and international telephone 

systems in order to further clients’ frauds on the INS violates the mail and wire fraud 
statutes, 18 U.S.C. 1341 & 1343. 

 
494. Member Mundy, on three occasions, directed the tampering of the plaintiff as a 

witness and informant in violation 18 U.S.C. 1512.  
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495. Member Mundy’s knowing participation in the use of or the actual use by himself 
of interstate or international facilities to arrange for the bribing of Russian public officials 
was conduct in aid of a racketeering enterprise that violated 18 U.S.C. 1952.  

 
496. Member Mundy’s transfer or knowing participation in the transfer overseas of 

Enterprise funds from illegal U.S. activities in order to bribe Russian public officials 
violated the money laundering statute 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(A). 

 
497. Member Mundy’s use of or knowing participation in using interstate or 

international facilities to arrange for the Enterprise’s coercion of witnesses in a Russian 
criminal case violated 18 U.S.C. 1952. 

 
498. Member Mundy’s transfer or knowing participation in the transfer of Enterprise 

money from illegal U.S. activities to Russia in order to pay the Enterprise’s gang 
members to coerce witnesses in a Russian criminal case violated the money laundering 
statute 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(A).  

 
499. Member Mundy's knowing participation in the bribing of an unknown INS agent 

or agents in New York City violated the bribery statute 18 U.S.C. 201. 
 

500. Member Mundy committed the predicate acts in ¶s 490 to 499 to generate 
revenues for the operation of the law firm Kuba, Mundy & Associates, maintain control 
of the firm’s interest in the Enterprise and direct part of the affairs of the Enterprise in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & (c). 

 
501. Member Mundy agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 490 to 499 in 

furtherance of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 
1962(a), (b) & (c).  

 
 
Petrovich 
 

502. Member Petrovich’s complicity in the alien registration and visa mill operations 
of Kuba, Mundy & Associates violates the white slavery statute 18 U.S.C. 2421 and the 
importing aliens for immoral purposes statute 8 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
503. Member Petrovich’s complicity in fraud and the misuse of visas violates 18 

U.S.C.1546, and his complicity in the procurement of nationality unlawfully violates 18 
U.S.C. 1425. 

 
504. Member Petrovich’s assistance in the use of coercion, intimidation and threats of 

physical force against witnesses and informants violates 18 U.S.C. 1512.  
 

505. Member Petrovich’s use of the U.S. mail and interstate and international 
telephone systems in order to further clients’ frauds on the INS violates 18 U.S.C. 1341 
& 1343. 
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506. Member Petrovich, on three occasions, assisted with the tampering of the plaintiff 

as a witness and informant in violation 18 U.S.C. 1512.  
 

507. Member Petrovich’s use of or assistance in using interstate or international 
facilities to arrange for bribing Russian public officials violated 18 U.S.C. 1952. 

 
508. Member Petrovich’s transfer or assistance in transferring Enterprise money from 

illegal U.S. activities to Russia in order to bribe Russian public officials violated the 
money laundering statute 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(A). 

 
509. Member Petrovich’s use of or assistance in using interstate of international 

facilities to arrange for the Enterprise’s coercion of witnesses in a Russian criminal case 
violated 18 U.S.C. 1952. 

 
510. Member Petrovich’s transfer or assistance in the transfer of Enterprise money 

from illegal U.S. activities to Russia in order to pay the Enterprise’s gang members to 
coerce witnesses in a Russian criminal case violated the money laundering statute 18 
U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(A).  

 
511. Member Petrovich's assistance in the bribing of an unknown INS agent or agents 

in New York City violated the bribery statute 18 U.S.C. 201. 
 

512. Member Petrovich committed the predicate acts in ¶s 502 to 511 to generate 
revenues for the operation of the law firm Kuba, Mundy & Associates, assist in 
maintaining control of the firm’s interest in the Enterprise and conduct part of the affairs 
and implement some of the decisions of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), 
(b) & (c). 

 
513. Member Petrovich agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 502 to 511 in 

furtherance of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 
1962(a), (b) & (c).  

 
 
Alina Shipilina 
 

514. Member Alina Shipilina’s material misrepresentations and omissions on 
documents submitted to obtain her an immigrant visa in furtherance of the Enterprise’s 
Scheme violated 18 U.S.C. 1546. 

 
515. Member Alina Shipilina’s use of telephone calls between Russia and America to 

further the Enterprise’s Scheme violated the wire fraud statute 18 U.S.C. 1343. 
 

516. Member Alina Shipilina’s use of the U.S. mails to deliver lulling correspondence 
constituted mail fraud 18 U.S.C. 1341.  
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517. Member Alina Shipilina 's knowing participation in bribing an unknown INS 
agent or agents in New York City in order to protect the Enterprise’s Scheme violated the 
bribery statute 18 U.S.C. 201. 

 
518. Member Alina Shipilina’s agreement with the Enterprise’s Asypyan Criminal 

Association to use murder if necessary to prevent the plaintiff from testifying before any 
INS proceeding violated the murder-for-hire statute 18 U.S.C. 1958. 

 
519. Member Alina Shipilina’s entry into the U.S. in order to carry on and expand the 

unlawful activities of the Enterprise, including prostitution and drug smuggling, violated 
foreign travel in aid of a racketeering enterprise under 18 U.S.C. 1952. 

 
520. Member Alina Shipilina’s knowing participation in white slavery violates 18 

U.S.C. 2421 & 2422. 
 

521. Member Alina Shipilina’s knowing participation in the importation of aliens for 
immoral purposes violates 8 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
522. Member Alina Shipilina violates 18 U.S.C. 1546, fraud and misuse of visas, by 

assisting Russian prostitutes to make false statements in order that they may obtain visas 
and entry into the U.S. 

 
523. Member Alina Shipilina’s knowing participation in obtaining U.S. visas through 

bribery violates 18 U.S.C. 201. 
 

524. Member Alina Shipilina’s knowing participation in the counterfeiting of U.S. 
visas and alien registration cards violates 18 U.S.C. 1546. 

 
525. Member Alina Shipilina’s importing or knowing participation in the importing of 

pornography for distribution and sale violates 18 U.S.C. 1462 & 1465. 
 

526. Member Alina Shipilina imports narcotics in violation of 21 U.S.C. 952. 
 

527. Member Alina Shipilina surreptitiously administered narcotics to plaintiff on 
multiple occasions in violation of 21 U.S.C. 841. 

 
528. Member Alina Shipilina surreptitiously dispenses narcotics to some of her 

prostitution and lap dancing clients in violation of 21 U.S.C. 841.  
 

529. Member Alina Shipilina violated 18 U.S.C. 1510 by attempting to obstruct the 
plaintiff from communicating with criminal investigators by offering the plaintiff a 
reward. 

 
530. Member Alina Shipilina, on three occasions, engaged in tampering with the 

plaintiff as a witness and informant in violation 18 U.S.C. 1512. 
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531. Member Alina Shipilina violated 18 U.S.C. 1512 by threatening the plaintiff with 
physical injury in order to keep him from providing information to U.S. authorities.  

 
532. Member Alina Shipilina’s use of interstate and international facilities in order to 

arrange for the bribing of Russian public officials violated 18 U.S.C. 1952. 
 

533. Member Alina Shipilina’s transfer or knowing participation in the transfer of 
Enterprise money from illegal U.S. activities to Russia to bribe Russian public officials 
violated the money laundering statute 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(A). 

 
534. Member Alina Shipilina’s use of or knowing participation in using international 

facilities to arrange for the Enterprise’s coercion of witnesses in a Russian criminal case 
was conducted in aid of a racketeering enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1952. 

 
535. Member Alina Shipilina’s transfer or knowing participation in the transfer of 

Enterprise money from illegal U.S. activities to Russia to pay the Enterprise’s gang 
members to coerce witnesses in a Russian criminal case violated the money laundering 
statute 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(A). 

 
536. Member Alina Shipilina’s hiding of money from some of the illegal activities of 

the Enterprise in her New York safe deposit box in order to evade U.S. taxes and to 
conceal the location and ownership of the proceeds violates the money laundering statute 
18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(1)(A)(ii) & (B)(i). 

 
537. Member Alina Shipilina’s failure to file reports on the transfers of monetary 

instruments out of the country in amounts of over $10,000 violates 31 U.S.C. 5316. 
 

538. Member Alina Shipilina’s transfers overseas of Enterprise funds from illegal U.S. 
activities in order to promote the illegal activities of the Enterprise, evade U.S. taxes, hide 
the origin and ownership of the funds and avoid U.S. reporting requirements violates 18 
U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(A)(B)(i) & (ii). 

 
539. Member Alina Shipilina’s financial transactions involving Enterprise funds from 

illegal activities that promote illegal activities of the Enterprise, evade U.S. taxes, conceal 
the origin and ownership of the funds and avoid reporting requirements violates 18 
U.S.C. 1956(a)(1)(A) & (B). 

 
540. Member Alina Shipilina’s use of the international travel, mail and telephone 

systems to distribute some of the proceeds of the Enterprise’s unlawful activities into her 
accounts and the accounts of other Members overseas violates 18 U.S.C. 1952. 

 
541. Member Alina Shipilina’s use of the international travel, mail and telephone 

systems in order to manage, promote, conduct and facilitate some of the Enterprise’s 
unlawful activities violates 18 U.S.C. 1952. 
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542. Member Alina Shipilina committed the predicate acts in ¶s 514 to 541 to raise 
revenue for establishing and operating various activities of the Enterprise, to maintain her 
interests and the control of her interests in the Enterprise and to conduct and manage 
some of the affairs of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & (c). 

 
543. Member Alina Shipilina agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 514 to 541 in 

furtherance of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 
1962(a), (b) & (c). 

 
 
Doctor Marc L. Paulsen 

544. Member Paulsen imports into America the pornography he produces in Russia in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 1462. 

  
545. Member Paulsen transports pornography videos into the U.S. for the purpose of 

sale and distribution in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1465. 
 

546. Member Paulsen engages in the predicate acts in ¶s 544 & 545 in order to make 
money for operating or establishing Enterprise pornography activities in southern 
California in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to manage Enterprise pornography 
activities in southern California in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
547. Member Paulsen agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 79 & 80 in furtherance 

of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c). 
 
 
Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima 

 
548. Members Anastasia and Dima’s enticement of Russian females to travel to the 

U.S. to work as prostitutes constitutes white slavery under 18 U.S.C. 2422. 
 
549. Members Anastasia and Dima’s importation of Russian females into America to 

work as prostitutes violates the white slavery statute 18 U.S.C. 2421 and the importing 
aliens for immoral purposes statute 18 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
550. Members Anastasia and Dima’s failure to file factual statements with the 

Commissioner of INS about the imported prostitutes they control and support violates of 
18 U.S.C. 2424. 

 
551. Members Anastasia and Dima’s providing of fraudulent information to the U.S. 

Government in order to obtain visas and entry for Russian prostitutes violates 18 U.S.C. 
1546. 
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552. Members Anastasia and Dima’s travels to the U.S. to establish their prostitution 
business in America violated travel in aid of a racketeering enterprise under 18 U.S.C. 
1952. 

 
553. Members Anastasia and Dima’s travels in interstate and foreign commerce in 

order to promote, manage and carry on the Vasilyeva Fashion House prostitution 
business violates 18 U.S.C. 1952.  

 
554. Members Anastasia and Dima committed the predicate acts in ¶s 548 to 553 in 

order to generate revenue to establish and operate a branch of the Vasilyeva Fashion 
House’s prostitution business as another tentacle of the Enterprise in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 1962(a) and conduct some of the activities of the Enterprise in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
555. Members Anastasia and Dima agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 548 to 

553 in furtherance of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 
U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c). 

 
 
Police Detective Bob Henning 

 
556. Member Henning’s abuse of police authority to protect the Enterprise’s Scheme 

by intimidating the plaintiff into ceasing his cooperation with the INS constituted 
tampering with an informant under 18 U.S.C. 1512. 

 
557. Member Henning’s use of interstate and international telephone calls in 

furtherance of his role in intimidating the plaintiff violated the wire fraud statute 18 
U.S.C. 1343. 

 
558. Member Henning engaged in the predicate acts in ¶s 556 & 557 in order to 

implement the decisions of the Enterprise in conducting its affairs in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 1962 (c). 

 
559. Member Henning agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 556 & 557 in 

furtherance of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 
1962(c). 

 
 
California Pimp 

560. Member California Pimp used fraudulent information in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
1546 in order to obtain visas and entry into the U.S. for Phodes Studio prostitutes.  

 
561. Member California Pimp imported Phodes Studio prostitutes to California for 

prostitution in violation of the white slavery statute 18 U.S.C. 2421, importing aliens for 
immoral purposes 8 U.S.C. 1328 and foreign travel in aid of racketeering 18 U.S.C. 1952. 
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562. Member California Pimp failed to file a statement with the Commissioner of 

Immigration about the imported Phodes Studio prostitutes he harbored and controlled in 
the U.S. in violation of 18 U.S.C. 2424.  

 
563. Member California Pimp engaged in the predicate acts in ¶s 560 to 562 in order to 

make money for operating or establishing various Enterprise activities in southern 
California in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to manage various affairs of the 
Enterprise in southern California in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
564. Member California Pimp agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 560 to 562 in 

furtherance of an Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 
1962(a) & (c). 

 
 
 

Russia 

Asypyan, Volchok a.k.a. Woolfy, Raketa a.k.a. Rocket, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross 
Club Gangster 1 
 

565. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 
Gangster 1’s recruitment and transportation of females to America for prostitution 
violates the prohibitions on white slavery, 18 U.S.C. 2421 & 2422, and importation of 
aliens into the U.S. for immoral purposes, 8 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
566. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 

Gangster 1’s bribery of U.S. officials to acquire visas and entry for Russian prostitutes 
violates 18 U.S.C. 201.  

 
567. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 

Gangster 1’s counterfeiting of U.S. visas and alien registration cards violates 18 U.S.C. 
1546. 

 
568. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 

Gangster 1’s transportation by mail and otherwise of pornographic materials to America 
for sale and distribution violate 18 U.S.C. 1461, 1462 & 1465.   

 
569. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 

Gangster 1’s transportation to the U.S. of narcotics violates 21 U.S.C. 952. 
 

570. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 
Gangster 1’s foreign travels to promote, manage, carry on and facilitate their prostitution, 
pornography and narcotic businesses violate 18 U.S.C. 1952. 
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571. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Club Albatross 
Gangster 1’s engaged in the predicate acts in ¶s 565 to 570 in order to make money for 
establishing and operating an interest in the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), 
to maintain control of part of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) and to carry 
on the affairs of part of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C 1962(c). 

 
572. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 

Gangster 1 agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 565 to 570 in furtherance of an 
Enterprise conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 8 U.S.C. 1962(a)(b) & (c). 

 
 
Asypyan Criminal Association  

 
573. The Asypyan Criminal Association’s contingency murder-for-hire contract with 

Member Alina Shipilina for preventing the plaintiff from testifying at any INS 
proceeding violates 18 U.S.C. 1958 and constitutes a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) 
to maintain an interest in the Enterprise under 18 U.S.C. 1962(b).  

 

Ostapenko, Kurilko and Borisova from the Department of Internal Affairs for Krasnodar 
 

574. Members Ostapenko, Kurilko and Borisova’s closing of the Krasnodar criminal 
defamation case against Member Inessa Shipilina avoided public exposure of the 
Enterprise’s operations which in turn furthered the Enterprise’s illegal activities in 
violation of 8 U.S.C. 1328, 18 U.S.C. 201, 1341, 1343, 1461, 1462, 1465, 1546, 1952, 
1956, 2421, 2422, and 21 U.S.C. 952. 

 
575. Members Ostapenko, Kurilko and Borisova furthered the predicate acts in ¶ 574 

in order to knowingly implement the decisions for conducting the affairs of the Enterprise 
in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c).  

 
576. Members Kurilko and Borisova entered an agreement to further the predicate acts 

in ¶ 574 as part of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 
 
 
Tatyanna Vasilyeva Fashion House and Tatyanna Vasilyeva 

577. Members Vasilyeva Fashion House and Tatyanna’s recruitment and exporting of 
Russian models to work as prostitutes in America violates prohibitions against white 
slavery, 18 U.S.C. 2421 & 2422, and importing aliens for immoral purposes, 8 U.S.C. 
1328. 

 
578. Members Vasilyeva Fashion House and Tatyanna engage in the predicate acts in ¶ 

577 in order to raise funds to operate the Vasilyeva Fashion House, which affects foreign 
and interstate commerce, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), and manage the affairs of the 
Fashion House’s part of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 
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579. Members Vasilyeva Fashion House and Tatyanna agreed to commit the predicate 

acts in ¶ 577 in furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 
1962(a) & (c). 

 
 
Dmitri Morosov 

580. Member Morosov’s production of pornography for transportation by mail and 
otherwise to America for sale and distribution facilitates the violation of 18 U.S.C. 1461, 
1462 & 1465.   

 
581. Member Morosov engaged in the predicate acts in ¶ 580 in order to raise money 

to continue the Enterprise’s production of pornography in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) 
and to knowingly implement the Enterprise’s decisions on producing pornography and 
manage that production in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
582. Member Morosov agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 580 in furtherance of a 

conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c).  
 
 
Rey-Krasnodar Pimp 
 

583. Member Rey’s enticement of Russian models and females to travel to the U.S. to 
engage in prostitution for the Enterprise violates 18 U.S.C. 2422.  

 
584. Member Rey engages in the predicate acts in ¶ 583 to raise funds for operating his 

interest in the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and knowingly implement the 
decisions of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
585. Member Rey agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 583 in furtherance of a 

conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 8 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c).  
 

Inessa A. Shipilina 

586. Member Inessa Shipilina’s furtherance of the Enterprise’s Scheme through 
telephone calls between Russia and America and faxes sent to America violated the wire 
fraud statute 18 U.S.C. 1343.  

 
587. Member Inessa Shipilina’s furtherance of the Enterprise’s Scheme through letters 

sent through the U.S. postal service violated the mail fraud statute 18 U.S.C. 1341. 
 

588. Member Inessa Shipilina’s participation in white slavery export and recruitment 
violates 18 U.S.C. 2421 & 2422. 
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589. Member Inessa Shipilina’s participation in the export to America of aliens for 
immoral purposes violates 8 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
590. Member Inessa Shipilina’s participation in the counterfeiting of U.S. visas and 

alien registration cards violates 18 U.S.C. 1546. 
 

591. Member Inessa Shipilina’s participation in exporting pornography to America for 
distribution and sale violates 18 U.S.C. 1462 & 1465. 

 
592. Member Inessa Shipilina engages in the predicate acts in ¶s 586 to 591 to raise 

revenue for establishing and operating various activities of the Enterprise, to maintain her 
interests and the control of her interests in the Enterprise and to conduct and manage 
some of the affairs of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & (c). 

 
593. Member Inessa Shipilina agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 586 to 591 in 

furtherance of an 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) conspiracy to violated 18 U.S.C. 1962(a)(b) & (c). 
 
 
 

Vladimir Gavrilovich Minchenko-Vice Rector Krasnodar State Academy 

594. Member Minchenko kidnapped the plaintiff in violation of New York State Penal 
Code 135.20.   

 
595. Member Minchenko’s complicity in the recruitment of prostitutes to travel to the 

U.S. for the Enterprise violates white slavery law 18 U.S.C. 2422. 
 

596. Member Minchenko engaged in the predicate acts in ¶s 594 & 595 to raise funds 
to operate his interest in the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), to maintain his 
interest in the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) and to knowingly implement 
the decisions of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c).  

 
597. Member Minchenko agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 594 & 595 in 

furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & 
(c). 

 
 
Phodes Studio Co., Leonid Perlin, President Phodes Studio Co., and Russian Criminal Gang 1 
 

598. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s operation of an 
“Introduction” web site for defrauding Americans constitutes wire fraud under 18 U.S.C. 
1343. 

 
599. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s operation of an 

“Introduction” web site enables the Enterprise to expand its sexual services operations in 
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America through white slavery, 18 U.S.C. 2421, and the importation of aliens for 
immoral purposes, 8 U.S.C. 1328. 

 
600. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s complicity in 

fraud to obtain U.S. visas for their prostitutes violates of 18 U.S.C. 1546. 
 

601. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s bribing of a U.S. 
official at the American Embassy in Moscow to obtain visas for Phodes Studio prostitutes 
violated 18 U.S.C. 201. 

 
602. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s recruitment and 

transportation of prostitutes to California violated the prohibitions on white slavery, 18 
U.S.C. 2421 & 2422, and transporting aliens for immoral purposes, 8 U.S.C. 1328.  

 
603. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s on going 

recruitment and transportation of prostitutes to America violates the prohibitions on white 
slavery, 18 U.S.C. 2421 & 2422, and transporting aliens for immoral purposes, 8 U.S.C. 
1328.  

 
604. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1 aid and abet the 

import into America of Member Paulsen’s pornography videos in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
1462. 

 
605. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1 aid and abet the 

sale and distribution of Member Paulsen’s pornography videos in America in violation of 
18 U.S.C. 1465. 

 
606. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1 engaged in the 

predicate acts in ¶s 598 to 605 in order to generate money to operate Phodes Studio, 
which affects foreign commerce, and their branch of the Enterprise in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 1962(a), to maintain control of their interest in the Enterprise in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 1962(b) and direct the affairs of their branch of the Enterprise in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
607. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1 agreed to commit 

the predicate acts in ¶s 598 to 605 in furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) 
to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & (c).    

  
 
Vladimir of St. Petersburg 

608. Member Vladimir’s complicity in Member Alina Shipilina’s transfer from 
America to Russia in late 2001 or early 2002 of funds from illegal Enterprise activities in 
order to promote the Enterprise’s unlawful activities and assist Member Alina Shipilina 
in evading U.S. taxes constituted money laundering under 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(1)(A)(i) & 
(ii). 
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609. Member Vladimir’s complicity in Member Alina Shipilina’s transfer from 

America to Russia in late 2001 or early 2002 of funds from illegal Enterprise activities in 
order to conceal the origin of the money and avoid reporting requirements constituted 
money laundering under 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(1)(B)(i) & (ii). 

 
610. Member Vladimir’s ongoing complicity in smuggling proceeds from illegal 

Enterprise activities violates 18 U.S.C. 1956. 
 

611.  Member Vladimir’s complicity in the importation of narcotics into America by 
Member Alina Shipilina in January 2002 violated the prohibition on importing narcotics 
into the U.S. under 21 U.S.C. 952. 

 
612. Member Vladimir’s ongoing complicity in the importation of narcotics into 

America by Member Alina Shipilina violates the prohibition on importing narcotics into 
the U.S. under 21 U.S.C. 952. 

 
613. Member Vladimir’s recruitment of Russian females to travel to the U.S. to work 

as prostitutes violates the white slavery statute on enticement 18 U.S.C. 2422.  
 
614. Member Vladimir engaged in the predicate acts in ¶s 608 to 613 in order to 

generate money to expand his jewelry business, which affects foreign commerce, in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to knowingly implement the decisions of the 
Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c).  

 
615. Member Vladimir agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 608 to 613 in 

furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c).    
 

Krasnodar Briber  

616. Member Krasnodar Briber 1’s paying of money to Members Ostapenko, Kurilko 
and Borisova to close a criminal case that would have exposed some of the Enterprise’s 
illegal operations aided and abetted those activities in violation of 8 U.S.C. 1328, 18 
U.S.C. 201, 1341, 1343, 1461, 1462, 1465, 1546, 1952, 1956, 2421, 2422 and 21 U.S.C. 
952. 

 
617. Member Krasnodar Briber 1 aided and abetted the predicate acts in ¶ 616 in order 

to maintain the Enterprise’s interests in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) and to knowingly 
implement the decisions of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c).  

 
618. Member Krasnodar Briber 1 agreed to aide and abet the predicate acts in ¶ 616 in 

furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) & (c). 
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Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3 
 
619. Members Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3’s ongoing recruitment of Russian females 

to travel to America to engage in prostitution violates the white slavery enticement statute 
18 U.S.C. 2422. 

 
620. Members Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3 engage in the predicate acts in ¶ 619 in 

order to generate money for operating the Enterprise’s recruitment of exportable Russian 
prostitutes in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to knowingly implement the decisions of 
the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
621. Members Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3 agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 

619 in furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate18 U.S.C. 1962(a) 
& (c). 

 
 
 

Krasnodar State Academy Thugs 1 and 2 

622. Members Thug 1 and 2 aided and abetted in kidnapping the plaintiff in violation 
of New York State Penal Code 135.20.   

 
623. Members Thug 1 and 2 aid and abet Minchenko in recruiting college coeds for the 

Enterprise to send to the U.S. to work as prostitutes in violation of 18 U.S.C. 2422. 
 

624. Members Thug 1 and 2 engaged in the predicate acts in ¶ 622 to knowingly 
implement the decisions of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
625. Members Thug 1 and 2 engage in the predicate acts in ¶ 623 to knowingly 

implement the decisions of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 
 

626. Members Thug 1 and 2 agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 622 & 623 in 
furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
 
Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan, Russian Criminal Gang 5 and Chechen Criminal Gang 1 
 

627. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Gang 5 or Chechen 
Gang 1’s use of coercion in preventing witnesses from testifying in the Krasnodar 
criminal defamation case avoided public exposure of illegal Enterprise activities that 
aided and abetted those activities in violation of 8 U.S.C. 1328, 18 U.S.C. 201, 1341, 
1343, 1461, 1462, 1465, 1546, 1952, 1956, 2421, 2422, and 21 U.S.C. 952 

 
628. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Gang 5 or Chechen 

Gang 1 engaged in the predicate acts in ¶ 627 in order to maintain and control their 
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criminal interests and to knowingly implement the decisions of the Enterprise in violation 
of 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) & (c).  

 
629. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Gang 5 or Chechen 

Gang 1 agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 627 in furtherance of a conspiracy under 
18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) & (c). 

 
 
Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan, Russian Criminal Gang 4 and Chechen Criminal Gang 2 

630. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Gang 4 or Chechen 
Gang 2’s sales of narcotics to Member Alina Shipilina and other Enterprise Members for 
importation into America violates of 21 U.S.C. 952.   

 
631. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Gang 4 or Chechen 

Gang 2 engage in the predicate acts in ¶ 630 in order to raise funds for their criminal 
interests in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to conduct part of the affairs of the 
Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
632. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Gang 4 or Chechen 

Gang 2 agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 630 in furtherance of a conspiracy under 
18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c). 

 
 
Cyprus 

Bank of Cyprus 

633. Member Bank of Cyprus’ financial transactions involving money from illegal 
Enterprise activities in order to hide the origin and ownership of the funds and avoid U.S. 
reporting requirements violates 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(1)(B)(i) & (ii). 

 
634. Member Bank of Cyprus’ transfers of funds from illegal Enterprise activities in 

order to hide the origin and ownership of the money and avoid U.S. reporting 
requirements violates 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(B)(i) & (ii). 

 
635. Member Bank of Cyprus’ use of international facilities to distribute the proceeds 

from unlawful Enterprise activities constitutes actions in aid of a racketeering enterprise 
under 18 U.S.C. 1952.  

 
636. Member Bank of Cyprus engages in the predicate acts in ¶s 633 to 635 in order to 

generate revenues for its banking operations, which affect interstate and foreign 
commerce, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), to maintain its money laundering business 
with the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) and to knowingly implement the 
decisions of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 
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637. Member Bank of Cyprus agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 633 to 635 in 
furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & 
(c). 

 
 

Stephanos-Bank Employee 

638. Member Stephanos’ execution of financial transactions with Enterprise funds 
from unlawful activities in order to promote those activities and evade U.S. taxes violate 
the money laundering statute 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(1)(A)(i) & (ii). 

 
639. Member Stephanos’ execution of financial transactions with Enterprise funds 

from unlawful activities in order to conceal the origin and ownership of the funds and 
avoid reporting requirements violate 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(1)(B)(i) & (ii). 

  
640. Member Stephanos’ transfer of Enterprise funds outside the U.S. in order to 

promote the unlawful activities of the Enterprise violate 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(A). 
 

641. Member Stephanos’s transfer of Enterprise funds from unlawful activities outside 
the U.S. in order to hide the origin and ownership of the funds and avoid U.S. reporting 
requirements violate 18 U.S.C. 1956(a)(2)(B)(i) & (ii). 

 
642. Member Stephanos’ use of international facilities to distribute proceeds from 

unlawful Enterprise activities into the accounts of Member Alina Shipilina and other 
Members constitutes aiding of a racketeering enterprise under 18 U.S.C. 1952. 

 
643. Member Stephanos engages in the predicate acts in ¶s 638 to 642 in order to 

generate revenues for his banking operations, which affect foreign commerce, in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), maintain his money laundering business with the 
Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(b) and implement the decisions of the 
Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
644. Member Stephanos agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 638 to 642 in 

furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(c) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), (b) & 
(c). 

 
 
Marios, Melios and Irina Athanasiou; IRINIS 182C Entertainment; and Melios Athanasiou 
Agencies (collectively referred to as “Athanasious”) and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3. 
 

645. The recruitment of prostitutes by Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal 
Gangs 2 and 3 for transportation to America from Cyprus violates the white slavery 
enticement statute 18 U.S.C. 2422. 

 
646. The transportation of prostitutes to America by Members Athanasious and 

Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 violates the white slavery statute 18 U.S.C. 2421. 
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647.  Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3’s aiding and abetting 

the importation of aliens into the U.S. for immoral purposes violate 8 U.S.C. 1328. 
 
648. Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3’s bribery or 

participation in the bribery of U.S. employees to obtain visas for their prostitutes violates 
18 U.S.C. 201. 

 
649. Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3’s complicity in the 

use of fraud to obtain their prostitutes entry into the U.S. violates 18 U.S.C. 1546. 
 

650. Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3’s counterfeiting or 
participation in the counterfeiting of U.S. visas and alien registration cards violates 18 
U.S.C. 1546. 

 
651. Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3’s travels in foreign 

commerce to promote, manage and carry on their prostitution business violates 18 U.S.C. 
1952, travel in aid of a racketeering enterprise. 

 
652. Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3’s export of 

pornography by mail or otherwise for the purpose of sale and distribution in the U.S. 
violates 18 U.S.C. 1461, 1462 & 1465. 

 
653. Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 engage in the 

predicate acts in ¶s 645 to 652 in order to raise money for the establishment and operation 
of Enterprise activities in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and conduct various affairs of 
the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
654. Members Athanasious and Russian Criminal Gangs 2 and 3 agreed to commit the 

predicate acts in ¶s 645 to 652 in furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to 
violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c). 

 
 
A. Charalambous- A Cypriot Chief Immigration Officer 

 
655. Member Charalambous’ complicity in importing Russian prostitutes from Cyprus 

to the U.S. violates the white slavery statute 18 U.S.C. 2421. 
 
656. Member Charalambous’ complicity in the importing of Russian females into the 

U.S. from Cyprus for immoral purposes violates 8 U.S.C. 1328. 
 

657. Member Charalambous engages in the predicate acts in ¶s 655 & 656 in order to 
raise funds for the operation of the Enterprise’s underground prostitute railway in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to knowingly implement the decisions of the 
Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 
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658. Member Charalambous agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 655 & 656 in 
furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c).  

 
 
Mexico 
 
Maria-Prostitute Headhunter for Julia Heart Agency and the Julia Heart Agency   

659. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency’s enticement of Russian and East 
European prostitutes in Mexico to travel to the U.S. and work as prostitutes violates the 
white slavery statute against enticement 18 U.S.C. 2422. 

  
660. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency’s complicity in the transportation of 

Russian and East European females into the U.S. to work as prostitutes violates the white 
slavery statute 18 U.S.C. 2421. 

 
661. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency engage in the predicate acts in ¶s 659 

& 660 in order to raise revenues for the operation of the Julia Heart Agency in violation 
of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to manage part of the Enterprise’s underground prostitute 
railway from Mexico to the U.S. in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
662. Members Maria and the Julia Heart Agency agreed to commit the predicate acts 

in ¶s 659 & 660 in furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 
U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c).    

 
 

The Men’s Club, Roberto & Rosa Elina Quinlan and Mexican Organized Crime Gang 1 
 
663. Members The Men’s Club, Roberto & Rosa Elina Quinlan and Mexican 

Organized Crime Gang 1’s enticement of prostitutes working at The Men’s Club to travel 
to the U.S. to engage in prostitution violates the white slavery statute against enticement 
18 U.S.C. 2422. 

 
664. Members The Men’s Club, Roberto & Rosa Elina Quinlan and Mexican 

Organized Crime Gang 1’s transportation of prostitutes from The Men’s Club into the 
U.S. to engage in prostitution violates the white slavery statute 18 U.S.C. 2421. 

 
665. Members The Men’s Club, Roberto & Rosa Elina Quinlan and Mexican 

Organized Crime Gang 1 engage in the predicate acts in ¶s 663 & 664 in order to 
generate funds for the operation of The Men’s Club, which affects foreign commerce, in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to manage part of the Enterprise’s underground 
prostitute railway from Mexico to the U.S. in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
666. Members The Men’s Club, Roberto & Rosa Elina Quinlan and Mexican 

Organized Crime Gang 1 agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 663 & 664 in 
furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c).    
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Max Gracia Appedole 

667. Member Max Gracia Appedole’s bribing of Mexican army and government 
officials in order to permit the transportation of females from The Men’s Club into 
America to work as prostitutes violates the white slavery statute 18 U.S.C. 2421. 

 
668. Member Max Gracia Appedole engages in the predicate acts in ¶ 667 to 

knowingly implement the decisions of the Enterprise in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 
 

669. Member Max Gracia Appedole agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶ 667 in 
furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(c).    

 
Juginta Raszyukevichina a.k.a. Azul 

 
670. Member Azul’s enticement of East European females to travel to Mexico and then 

to the U.S. in order to work as prostitutes violates the white slavery statute against 
enticement 18 U.S.C. 2422. 

 
671. Member Azul’s complicity in transporting East European females to Mexico and 

then to the U.S. to work as prostitutes constitutes white slavery in violation of 18 U.S.C. 
2421. 

 
672. Member Azul engages in the predicate acts in ¶s 670 & 671 in order to make 

money to operate her prostitution business centered in Holland, which affects foreign 
commerce, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to manage part of the Enterprise’s 
prostitution activities in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
673. Member Azul agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 670 & 671 in furtherance 

of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c).  
 
 
Salvador-Partner Phodes Studio 

 
674. Member Salvador’s use of the U.S. mail to transport Phodes Studio pornography 

into the U.S. violates 18 U.S.C. 1461. 
 
675. Member Salvador’s transportation of Phodes Studio pornography into the U.S. by 

means other than the post violates 18 U.S.C. 1462. 
 

676. Member Salvador’s transportation of Phodes Studio pornography into the U.S. for 
sale and distribution violates 18 U.S.C. 1465. 

 
677. Member Salvador engages in the predicate acts in ¶s 674 to 676 in order to raise 

funds for the operation of his pornography trafficking business, which affects foreign 
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commerce, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to conduct the affairs of part of the 
Enterprise’s pornography activities in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
678. Member Salvador agreed to commit the predicate acts in ¶s 674 to 676 in 

furtherance of a conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 1962(d) to violate 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) & (c).  
 
 
Alfredo Ibarra Sotelo and Grupo Ibarra Aisa 

679. Members Grupo Ibarra Aisa and Alfredo Ibarra’s transportation into the U.S. of 
narcotics violates 21 U.S.C. 952. 

 
680. Members Grupo Ibarra Aisa and Alfredo Ibarra’s aiding and abetting the 

distribution of narcotics in the U.S. violates 21 U.S.C. 841. 
 

681. Members Grupo Ibarra Aisa and Alfredo Ibarra engage in the predicate acts in ¶s 
679 & 680 in order to raise funds for the operation of their narcotics trafficking business 
in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(a) and to conduct the affairs of part of the Enterprise’s 
activities in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1962(c). 

 
 

All Member Defendants 
 

682. The above Members of the Enterprise engaged in the cited predicate acts with the 
requisite mens rea. 

  
683. Each predicate act was committed on behalf of every Member of the Enterprise, 

since each act was committed with the knowledge of, or was reasonably foreseeable to, 
each of the Members. 

 
 

X. Other Criminal Acts by Defendants 
 
America 
 
Defendants Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers Night 
Manager Barry, Flash Dancers Managers 1 to 5, Madison or Pierre, Flash Dancers Gangster 1, 
Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1 
 

684. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 
Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s material 
false statements and omissions in obtaining Russian females visas violate the perjury 
statute 18 U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations statute 28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false 
statement statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 
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685. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 
Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s hiring of 
Russian aliens not lawfully admitted to work in the U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
686. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s failure 
to abide by the U.S. employment verification system for aliens violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
687. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s 
promotion of prostitution violates New York State Penal Code 230.25. 

 
688. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s false 
reporting of lap-dancers as independent contractors violates the Internal Revenue Code, 
18 U.S.C. 72, and New York State Income Earnings and Corporate Taxes 1801. 

 
689. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s 
conspiracies to commit the Federal offenses cited in ¶s 684 to 686 & 688 and 
conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 466 to 470 
violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
690.  Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 

Managers 1 to 5 and Barry, Cybertech and American Organized Crime Gang 1’s 
conspiracies to commit the New York offenses cited in ¶s 686 & 688 violate Penal Code 
105. 

 
691. Member Flash Dancers Manager 3,4,5 or Barry’s aiding and abetting the making 

of three threatening telephone calls to the plaintiff constituted coercion in the first degree 
under New York State Penal Code 135.65 and intimidation in the third degree under 
Penal Code 215.15.   

 
692. Member John Madison or Pierre’s three threatening telephone calls to the plaintiff 

constituted coercion in the first degree under New York State Penal Code 135.65 and 
intimidation in the third degree under Penal Code 215.15.   

 
693. Member Flash Dancers Manager 3 or Barry’s aiding and abetting the threatening 

telephone call in October 2001 to prevent the plaintiff from making a motion for a trial in 
the divorce/annulment case constituted tampering with a witness in the fourth degree 
under New York State Penal Code 215.10. 

 
694. Member John Madison or Pierre’s threatening telephone call in October 2001 to 

prevent the plaintiff from making a motion for a trial constituted tampering with a 
witness in the fourth degree under New York State Penal Code 215.10. 
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695. Member Flash Dancers Manager 4, 5 or Barry’s aiding and abetting the two 
threatening telephone calls in 2002 to prevent the plaintiff from cooperating with the INS 
constituted obstruction of an ongoing INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 

 
696. Member John Madison or Pierre’s two threatening telephone calls in 2002 to 

prevent the plaintiff from cooperating with the INS constituted obstruction of an ongoing 
INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 

 
697. Members Flash Dancers Manager 3,4,5 or Barry and John Madison or Pierre’s 

conspiracies to commit the Federal offenses cited in ¶s 695 & 696 and conspiracies to 
commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 476, 479, 482 violate 18 
U.S.C. 371. 

 
698. Members Flash Dancers Managers 3,4,5 or Barry and John Madison or Pierre’s 

conspiracies to commit New York offenses cited in ¶s 693 to 696 violated Penal Code 
105. 

 
699. Member Flash Dancers Gangster 1’s participation in preventing the plaintiff’s 

process server from exiting the Flash Dancers club after serving process constituted 
unlawful imprisonment in violation of New York State Penal Code 135.10. 

 
700. Member Flash Dancers Gangster 1’s efforts to intimidate the plaintiff’s process 

server into taking back the papers handed to Member Alina Shipilina constituted 
menacing in the third degree under New York State Penal Code 120.15 and obstructing 
governmental administration in the second degree under Penal Code 195.05. 

 
 
Kuba, Mundy & Associates 
 

701. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates’ subornation of perjury before the U.S. 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, Internal Revenue Service and Customs Service 
violated 18 U.S.C. 1001.  

 
702. Kuba, Mundy & Associates’ obstruction of INS proceedings violates 18 U.S.C. 

1505. 
 
703. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates’ subornation of perjury before the New York 

State courts and the New York City Police Department violated New York State Penal 
Code 210.10. 

 
704. Kuba, Mundy & Associates’ use of coercion, intimidation and tampering with 

witnesses or victims violates New York Penal Codes 135.60, 135.65, 215.15 and 215.10. 
 

705. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates’ conspiracies to commit Federal offenses 
cited in ¶s 701 & 702 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law 
as cited in ¶s 485 to 487 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 
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706. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates’ conspiracies to commit New York offenses 

cited in ¶s 703 & 704 violate Penal Code 105. 
 
 
Mundy 
 

707. Member Mundy’s subornation of perjury by Member Alina Shipilina to the INS 
violated 18 U.S.C. 1621. 

 
708. Member Mundy’s subornation of perjury by Member Alina Shipilina before the 

New York State Supreme Court, the New York City Family Court and the New York 
City Police Department violated New York State Penal Code 210.10. 

 
709. Member Mundy’s efforts to have the plaintiff lie to the INS in order to obtain 

permanent residency for Member Alina Shipilina constituted obstructing an INS 
proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 

 
710. Member Mundy’s efforts to prevent the plaintiff from cooperating with the INS 

constituted obstructing an INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 
 

711. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting the silencing of the plaintiff’s Russian 
witnesses in the New York divorce/annulment action constituted coercion in the first and 
second degree under New York Penal Code 135.60 & 135.65 and tampering with a 
witness in the fourth degree under Penal Code 215.10. 

 
712. Member Mundy’s two false statements to the plaintiff’s attorneys constituted 

coercion in the second degree under New York Penal Code 135.60 and tampering with a 
witness under Penal Code 215.10.  

 
713. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting in the making of the three threatening 

telephone calls to the plaintiff constituted coercion in the first degree under New York 
State Penal Code 135.65 and intimidation in the third degree under Penal Code 215.15.   

 
714. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting the threatening telephone call in October 

2001 to prevent the plaintiff from making a motion for a trial in the divorce/annulment 
case constituted tampering with a witness in the fourth degree under New York State 
Penal Code 215.10. 

 
715. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting the two threatening telephone calls in 2002 

to prevent the plaintiff from cooperating with the INS constituted obstruction of an 
ongoing INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 

 
716. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting the threatening of witnesses in the Russian 

criminal defamation case with physical injury constituted coercion in the first degree 
under New York Penal Code 135.65. 
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717. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting the bribing of Russian officials in 

Krasnodar violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. 78dd-2. 
 

718. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting the transfer of funds from unlawful 
Enterprise activities to Russia to pay for the threatening of witnesses and bribing of 
Russian officials constituted money laundering under New York Penal Code 470.   

 
719. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting the bribing of Member Henning of the New 

York City Police Department constituted bribery in the third degree under New York 
Penal Code 200. 

 
a. In the alternative, Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting the rewarding of Member 

Henning of the New York City Police Department constituted rewarding official 
misconduct in the second degree under Penal Code 200.20. 

 
720. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting of Member Henning’s actions that alarmed 

the plaintiff constituted aggravated harassment in the second degree in violation of New 
York Penal Code 240.30.  

 
721. Member Mundy’s aiding and abetting of Member Henning’s actions to scare the 

plaintiff out of cooperating with the INS constituted obstructing an INS proceeding in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505, coercion in the second degree in violation of New York 
Penal Code 135.60 and intimidation in the third degree in violation of Penal Code 215.15. 

 
722. Member Mundy’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited 

in ¶s 707, 709, 710, 715, 717, 721 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate 
Federal law as cited in ¶s 490 to 499 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
723. Member Mundy’s participation in conspiracies to commit New York offenses 

cited in ¶s 708, 711-714, 716, 718-721 violates Penal Code 105. 
 
 
Petrovich 
 

724. Member Petrovich’s subornation of perjury by Member Alina Shipilina to the INS 
violated 18 U.S.C. 1621. 

 
725. Member Petrovich’s subornation of perjury by Member Alina Shipilina before the 

New York State Supreme Court, the New York City Family Court and the New York 
City Police Department violated New York State Penal Code 210.10. 

 
726. Member Petrovich’s efforts to have the plaintiff lie to the INS in order to obtain 

permanent residency for Member Alina Shipilina constituted obstructing an INS 
proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 
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727. Member Petrovich’s efforts to prevent the plaintiff from cooperating with the INS 
constituted obstructing an INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 

 
728. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting the silencing of the plaintiff’s Russian 

witnesses in the New York divorce/annulment action constituted coercion in the first and 
second degree under New York Penal Code 135.60 & 135.65 and tampering with a 
witness in the fourth degree under Penal Code 215.10. 

 
729. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting in the making of the three threatening 

telephone calls to the plaintiff constituted coercion in the first degree under New York 
State Penal Code 135.65 and intimidation in the third degree under Penal Code 215.15.   

 
730. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting the threatening telephone call in October 

2001 to prevent the plaintiff from making a motion for a trial in the divorce/annulment 
case constituted tampering with a witness in the fourth degree under New York State 
Penal Code 215.10. 

 
731. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting the two threatening telephone calls in 

2002 to prevent the plaintiff from cooperating with the INS constituted obstruction of an 
ongoing INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 

 
732. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting the threatening of witnesses in the 

Russian criminal defamation case with physical injury constituted coercion in the first 
degree under New York Penal Code 135.65. 

 
733. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting the bribing of a Russian official in 

Krasnodar violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. 78dd-2. 
 

734. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting the transfer of funds from unlawful 
Enterprise activities to Russia to pay for the threatening of witnesses and bribing of 
officials constituted money laundering under New York Penal Code 470.   

 
735. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting the bribing of Member Henning of the 

New York City Police Department constituted bribery in the third degree under New 
York Penal Code 200. 

 
a. In the alternative, Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting the rewarding of 

Member Henning of the New York City Police Department constituted rewarding 
official misconduct in the second degree under Penal Code 200.20. 

 
736. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting of Member Henning’s actions that 

alarmed the plaintiff constituted aggravated harassment in the second degree in violation 
of New York Penal Code 240.30.  

 
737. Member Petrovich’s aiding and abetting of Member Henning’s actions to scare 

the plaintiff out of cooperating with the INS constituted obstructing an INS proceeding in 
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violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505, coercion in the second degree in violation of New York 
Penal Code 135.60 and intimidation in the third degree in violation of Penal Code 215.15. 

 
738. Member Petrovich’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses 

cited in ¶s 724, 726, 727, 731, 733, 737 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that 
violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 502 to 511 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
739. Member Petrovich’s participation in conspiracies to commit New York offenses 

cited in ¶s 725, 728-730, 732, 734-737 violates Penal Code 105. 
 
 
Alina Shipilina 
 

740. Member Alina Shipilina’s marriage to the plaintiff for the purpose of evading 
U.S. immigration law violated 8 U.S.C. 1325(c). 

 
741. Member Alina Shipilina’s material false statements and omissions to the INS and 

Department of State violated 18 U.S.C. 1001. 
 

742. Member Alina Shipilina’s use of her second Russian international passport, 51 
No. 0207805, to cover up the true extent and nature of her travels outside the U.S. 
violates 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
743. Member Alina Shipilina’s falsely swearing to being a U.S. citizen when she 

registered to vote violated 18 U.S.C. 1015(f) and New York State Election Law 5-201(6). 
 

744. Member Alina Shipilina’s false statements in registering to vote constituted 
perjury in the second degree under New York Penal Code 210.10. 

 
745. Member Alina Shipilina’s surreptitious feeding of narcotics to the plaintiff 

constituted reckless endangerment in the first degree under New York Penal Code 120.25 
or, in the alternative, reckless endangerment in the second degree under Code 120.20. 

 
746. Member Alina Shipilina’s repeated prostitution in New York violates New York 

Penal Code 230. 
 

747. Member Alina Shipilina’s promotion of prostitution violates Penal Code 230.25. 
 

748. Member Alina Shipilina’s battery on the plaintiff’s process server, restraining the 
process server from leaving and attempting to intimidate the process server constituted 
unlawful imprisonment in violation of New York State Penal Code 135.10, menacing in 
the third degree under Penal Code 120.15 and obstructing governmental administration in 
the second degree under Penal Code 195.05. 

 
749. Member Alina Shipilina’s ongoing perjury to the INS violates 18 U.S.C. 1621. 
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750. Member Alina Shipilina’s perjury before the New York State Supreme Court, the 
New York City Family Court and the New York City Police Department violated New 
York State Penal Code 210.10. 

 
751. Member Alina Shipilina’s efforts to have the plaintiff lie to the INS in order to 

obtain permanent residency constituted obstructing an INS proceeding in violation of 18 
U.S.C. 1505. 

 
752. Member Alina Shipilina’s threats of physical injury to the plaintiff in January 

2001 in order to make the plaintiff lie to the INS violated coercion in the first degree 
under New York Penal Code 135.65. 

 
753. Member Alina Shipilina’s efforts to prevent the plaintiff from cooperating with 

the INS constituted obstructing an INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 
 

754. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the silencing of the plaintiff’s 
Russian witnesses in the New York divorce/annulment action constituted coercion in the 
first and second degree under New York Penal Code 135.60 & 135.65 and tampering 
with a witness in the fourth degree under Penal Code 215.10. 

 
755. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting in the making of the three 

threatening telephone calls to the plaintiff constituted coercion in the first degree under 
New York State Penal Code 135.65 and intimidation in the third degree under Penal 
Code 215.15.   

 
756. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the threatening telephone call in 

October 2001 to prevent the plaintiff from making a motion for a trial in the 
divorce/annulment case constituted tampering with a witness in the fourth degree under 
New York State Penal Code 215.10. 

 
757. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the two threatening telephone calls 

in 2002 to prevent the plaintiff from cooperating with the INS constituted obstruction of 
an ongoing INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505. 

 
758. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the threatening of witnesses in the 

Russian criminal defamation case with physical injury constituted coercion in the first 
degree under New York Penal Code 135.65. 

 
759. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the bribing of Russian officials in 

Krasnodar violated the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. 78dd-2. 
 

760. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the transfer of funds from unlawful 
Enterprise activities to Russia to pay for the threatening of witnesses and bribing of 
officials constituted money laundering under New York Penal Code 470.   
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761. Member Alina Shipilina’s bribing of Member Henning of the New York City 
Police Department constituted bribery in the third degree under New York Penal Code 
200. 

 
a. In the alternative, Member Alina Shipilina’s rewarding of Member Henning of the 

New York City Police Department constituted rewarding official misconduct in 
the second degree under Penal Code 200.20. 

 
762. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting of Member Henning’s actions that 

alarmed the plaintiff constituted aggravated harassment in the second degree in violation 
of New York Penal Code 240.30.  

 
763. Member Alina Shipilina’s aiding and abetting of Member Henning’s actions to 

scare the plaintiff out of cooperating with the INS constituted obstructing an INS 
proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505, coercion in the second degree in violation of 
New York Penal Code 135.60 and intimidation in the third degree in violation of Penal 
Code 215.15. 

 
764. For the years 2000, 2001 and 2002, Member Alina Shipilina’s substantial under 

reporting of her total income constituted evasion of U.S., New York State and City 
income taxes in violation of 26 U.S.C. 7201 and New York Income Taxes 1804. 

 
765. Member Alina Shipilina’s concealment of cash revenues in her safe deposit box in 

order to evade taxes violated 26 U.S.C. 7201. 
 

766. Member Alina Shipilina’s subscribing of her 2000, 2001 and 2002 tax returns that 
she knew were not correct violated 26 U.S.C. 7206 and New York Income Taxes 1804. 

 
767. Member Alina Shipilina’s failure to report her Bank of Cyprus account on her 

Federal income tax returns for 2000, 2001 and 2002 violated 26 U.S.C. 7206 and 31 
C.F.R. 103.24, which is punishable under 31 U.S.C. 5322. 

 
768. Member Alina Shipilina’s conspiracy with the Asypyan Criminal Association to 

kill the plaintiff if he may be called to testify in any INS proceeding constitutes a 
conspiracy in the second degree under New York Penal Code 105.15. 

 
769. Member Alina Shipilina’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal 

offenses cited in ¶s 740-743, 749, 751-753, 757, 759, 763-767 and conspiracies to 
commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 514 to 541 violate 18 U.S.C. 
371. 

 
770. Member Alina Shipilina’s participation in conspiracies to commit New York 

offenses cited in ¶s 743-748, 750, 754-756, 758, 760-764, 766, 768 violate Penal Code 
105. 
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Doctor Marc L. Paulsen 

 
771. Member Paulsen’s business of selling and distributing pornographic videos in 

California violates 18 U.S.C. 1466 and California Penal Code 311.5.  
 
772. Member Paulsen’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited 

in ¶ 771 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 
544 & 545 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
773. Member Paulsen’s participation in conspiracies to commit the criminal acts in ¶ 

771 violates California Penal Code 182.  
 
 
Anastasia Vasilyeva and her husband Dima 

774. Members Anastasia and Dima’s false statements and omissions in obtaining 
Russian females visas violate the perjury statute 18 U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations 
statute 28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false statement statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
775. Members Anastasia and Dima’s pandering in Wisconsin violates the Wisconsin 

prostitution statute 944.33. 
 
776. Members Anastasia and Dima’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal 

offenses cited in ¶ 774 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law 
as cited in ¶s 548 to 553 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
777. Member Anastasia and Dima’s participation in conspiracies to pander violate 

Wisconsin Inchoate Crimes 939.31.  
 

 
Police Detective Bob Henning 

778. Member Henning’s misuse of his police powers to gain a benefit or deprive the 
plaintiff of one constituted official misconduct under New York Penal Code 195. 

 
779. Member Henning’s agreement to accept or acceptance of a benefit to influence his 

official action concerning the plaintiff constituted bribe receiving in the third degree 
under New York Penal Code 200.10. 

 
a. In the alternative, Member Henning’s agreement to receive or receipt of a benefit 

constituted receiving reward for official misconduct in the second degree under 
Penal Code 200.25. 

 
780. Member Henning’s actions that alarmed the plaintiff constituted aggravated 

harassment in the second degree in violation of New York Penal Code 240.30.  
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781. Member Henning’s actions to scare the plaintiff out of cooperating with the INS 

constituted obstructing an INS proceeding in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1505, coercion in the 
second degree in violation of New York Penal Code 135.60 and intimidation in the third 
degree in violation of Penal Code 215.15. 

 
782. Member Henning’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited 

in ¶ 781 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 
556 & 557 violated 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
783. Member Henning’s participation in conspiracies to commit New York offenses 

cited in ¶s 778 to 781 violated Penal Code 105. 
 
 
California Pimp 

784. Member California Pimp’s false statements and omissions in obtaining Russian 
females visas violated the perjury statute 18 U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations statute 
28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false statement statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
785. Member California Pimp’s promoting of prostitution violated California Penal 

Code 653.23. 
 
786. Member California Pimp’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal 

offenses cited in ¶ 784 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violated Federal 
law as cited in ¶s 560 to 562 violated 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
787. Member California Pimp’s participation in conspiracies to commit the criminal 

acts in ¶ 785 violated California Penal Code 182.  
 
 

Russia 

Asypyan, Volchok a.k.a. Woolfy, Raketa a.k.a. Rocket, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross 
Club Gangster 1 
 

788. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 
Gangster 1’s recruitment of unauthorized Russian aliens to work in the U.S. violates 8 
U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
789. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 

Gangster 1’s counterfeiting or aiding and abetting the counterfeiting of documents for 
Russian prostitutes to obtain benefits under the U.S. immigration laws violates 8 U.S.C. 
1324c. 
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790. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 
Gangster 1’s aiding and abetting the making of false statements and omissions in order to 
obtain Russian prostitutes visas violates the perjury statute 18 U.S.C.1621, the unsworn 
declarations statute 28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false statement statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
791. Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 

Gangster 1’s business of selling and distributing pornographic materials into the U.S. 
violates 18 U.S.C. 1466.  

 
792.  Members Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club and Albatross Club 

Gangster 1’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited in ¶s 788 to 
791 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 565 
to 570 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
Asypyan Criminal Association 

793. Member Asypyan Criminal Association’s agreement with Member Alina 
Shipilina to kill the plaintiff if he may be called to testify at an INS proceeding 
constitutes conspiracy in the second degree under New York Penal Code 105.15 and 
conspiracy under 18 U.S.C. 371 to violate 18 U.S.C. 1505 by obstructing proceedings 
before the U.S. Government. 

 
 
Ostapenko, Kurilko and Borisova-Officials in the Department of Internal Affairs for Krasnodar 

 
794. Members Ostapenko, Kurilko and Borisova’s, participation in conspiracies to aid 

and abet predicate acts that violated Federal law as cited in ¶ 574 violated 18 U.S.C. 371. 
 

 
Vasilyeva Fashion House and Tatyanna Vasilyeva  
 

795. Members Vasilyeva Fashion House and Tatyanna Vasilyeva’s recruitment of 
unauthorized Russian aliens to work in the U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
796. Members Vasilyeva Fashion House and Tatyanna Vasilyeva’s aiding and abetting 

the making of false statements and omissions in order to obtain Russian prostitutes visas 
violates the perjury statute 18 U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations statute 28 U.S.C. 
1746 and the false statement statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
797. Members Vasilyeva Fashion House and Tatyanna Vasilyeva’s participation in 

conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited in ¶s 795 & 796 and conspiracies to 
commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 577 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
Dmitri Morosov 
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798. Member Morosov’s business of aiding and abetting the sale and distribution of 
pornographic materials in the U.S. violates 18 U.S.C. 1466.  

 
799. Member Morosov’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited 

in ¶ 798 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶ 
580 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
Rey-Krasnodar Pimp 

 
800. Member Rey’s recruitment of unauthorized Russian aliens to work in the U.S. 

violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 
 
801. Member Rey’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited in ¶ 

800 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶ 583 
violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
 

Inessa A. Shipilina 

802. Member Inessa Shipilina’s aiding and abetting Member Alina Shipilina’s 
fraudulent marriage for the purpose of evading U.S. immigration law violated 8 U.S.C. 
1325(c). 

 
803. Member Inessa Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the silencing of the plaintiff’s 

Russian witnesses in the New York divorce/annulment action constituted coercion in the 
first and second degree under New York Penal Code 135.60 & 135.65 and tampering 
with a witness in the fourth degree under Penal Code 215.10. 

 
804. Member Inessa Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the sale and distribution of 

pornography in the U.S. violates18 U.S.C. 1466. 
 

805. Member Inessa Shipilina’s aiding and abetting the counterfeiting of documents 
for Russian prostitutes to obtain benefits under the U.S. immigration laws violates 8 
U.S.C. 1324c. 

 
806. Member Inessa Shipilina’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal 

offenses cited in ¶s 802, 804, 805 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate 
Federal law as cited in ¶s 586 to 591 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
807. Member Inessa Shipilina’s participation in conspiracies to commit New York 

offenses cited in ¶ 803 violates Penal Code 105. 
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Vladimir Gavrilovich Minchenko-Vice Rector Krasnodar State Academy 
 

808. Member Minchenko’s participation in conspiracies to commit predicate acts that 
violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 594 & 595 violates 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
Phodes Studio Co., Leonid Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1 

 
809. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s recruitment of 

unauthorized Russian aliens to work in the U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 
 
810. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s aiding and 

abetting the making of false statements and omissions in order to obtain Russian 
prostitutes visas violates the perjury statute 18 U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations 
statute 28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false statement statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
811. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s business of 

selling and distributing pornography in the U.S. violates 18 U.S.C. 1466. 
 
812. Members Phodes Studio, Perlin and Russian Criminal Gang 1’s participation in 

conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited in ¶s 809 to 811 and conspiracies to 
commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 598 to 605 violate 18 U.S.C. 
371. 

 
 

Vladimir of St. Petersburg 

813. Member Vladimir’s recruitment of unauthorized Russian aliens to work in the 
U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
814. Member Vladimir’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited 

in ¶ 813 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 
608 to 613 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
Krasnodar Briber   

815. Member Krasnodar Briber’s conspiracies to aid and abet predicate acts that 
violate Federal law as cited in ¶ 616 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 

Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3 

816. Members Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3’s recruitment of unauthorized Russian 
aliens to work in the U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 
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817. Members Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3’s participation in conspiracies to commit 
Federal offenses cited in ¶ 816 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate 
Federal law as cited in ¶ 619 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
Russian Criminal Gangs 2 & 3 

818. Members Russian Criminal Gangs 2 & 3’s recruitment of unauthorized Russian 
aliens to work in the U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
819. Members Russian Criminal Gangs 2 & 3’s counterfeiting or aiding and abetting 

the counterfeiting of documents for Russian prostitutes to obtain benefits under the U.S. 
immigration laws violates 8 U.S.C. 1324c. 

 
820. Members Russian Criminal Gangs 2 & 3’s aiding and abetting the making of false 

statements and omissions in order to obtain Russian prostitutes visas violates the perjury 
statute 18 U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations statute 28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false 
statement statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
821. Members Russian Criminal Gangs 2 & 3’s business of selling and distributing 

pornographic materials in the U.S. violate 18 U.S.C. 1466.  
 
822. Members Russian Criminal Gangs 2 & 3’s participation in conspiracies to commit 

Federal offenses cited in ¶s 818 to 821 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that 
violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 645 to 652 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal Gang 4 or Chechen Criminal Gang 2 
 

823. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal Gang 4 or 
Chechen Criminal Gang 2’s conspiracies to aid and abet the transportation of narcotics to 
America violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
  
Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal Gang 5 or Chechen Criminal Gang 1 
 

824. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal Gang 5 or 
Chechen Criminal Gang 1’s threatening of the plaintiff’s Russian witnesses in the New 
York divorce/annulment action constituted coercion in the first and second degree under 
New York Penal Code 135.60 & 135.65 and tampering with a witness in the fourth 
degree under Penal Code 215.10. 

 
825. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal Gang 5 or 

Chechen Criminal Gang 1’s participation in conspiracies to commit New York offenses 
cited in ¶ 824 violates Penal Code 105. 
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826. Member Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan or Russian Criminal Gang 5 or 
Chechen Criminal Gang 1’s conspiracies to aid and abet predicate acts that violate 
Federal law as cited in ¶ 627 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 

Cyprus 

Bank of Cyprus 

827. Member Bank of Cyprus’ laundering of money from unlawful Enterprise 
activities through its New York City office violates New York State Penal Code 470. 

 
828. Member Bank of Cyprus’ laundering of money from unlawful Enterprise 

activities through its New York City office aids and abets tax evasion by Enterprise 
members in violation of 26 U.S.C. 7201 and New York State Income, Earnings and 
Corporate Taxes 1801 & 1804. 

 
829. Member Bank of Cyprus’ participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses 

cited in ¶s 827 & 828 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law 
as cited in ¶s 633 to 635 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
830. Member Bank of Cyprus’ participation in conspiracies to commit New York 

offenses cited in ¶s 827 & 828 violates Penal Code 105. 
 

Stephanos-Bank Clerk 

831. Member Stephanos’ laundering of money from unlawful Enterprise activities aids 
and abets tax evasion by Enterprise members in violation of 26 U.S.C. 7201 and New 
York State Income, Earnings and Corporate Taxes 1801 & 1804. 

 
832. Member Stephanos’ participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited 

in ¶ 831 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 
638 to 642 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
833. Member Stephanos’ participation in conspiracies to commit New York offenses 

cited in ¶ 831 violates Penal Code 105. 
 
 
Marios, Melios, Irina Athanasiou, IRINIS 182C Entertainment and Melios Athanasiou Agencies 
(collectively referred to as “Members Athanasious”) 

 
834. Members Athanasious’ recruitment of unauthorized Russian aliens to work in the 

U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 
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835. Members Athanasious’ counterfeiting or aiding and abetting the counterfeiting of 
documents for Russian prostitutes to obtain benefits under the U.S. immigration laws 
violates 8 U.S.C. 1324c. 

 
836. Members Athanasious’ aiding and abetting the making of false statements and 

omissions in order to obtain Russian prostitutes visas violates the perjury statute 18 
U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations statute 28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false statement 
statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
837. Members Athanasious’ business of selling and distributing pornographic materials 

in the U.S. violates 18 U.S.C. 1466.  
 
838.  Members Athanasious’ participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses 

cited in ¶s 834 to 837 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law 
as cited in ¶s 645 to 652 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 

 

A. Charalambous-Cyprus Chief Immigration Officer 

839. Member Charalambous’ participation in conspiracies to commit predicate acts 
that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 655 & 656 violates 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
  

Mexico 

Maria-Prostitute Headhunter and Julia Heart Agency  

840. Members Maria and Julia Heart Agency’s recruitment of unauthorized Russian 
and East European aliens to work in the U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
841. Members Maria and Julia Heart Agency’s aiding and abetting the making of false 

statements and omissions in order to obtain Russian and East European prostitutes visas 
violates the perjury statute 18 U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations statute 28 U.S.C. 
1746 and the false statement statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
842. Members Maria and Julia Heart Agency’s participation in conspiracies to commit 

Federal offenses cited in ¶s 840 & 841 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that 
violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 659 & 660 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 

Men’s Club, Roberto & Rosa Elina Quinlan and Mexican Organized Crime Gang 1 
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843. Members The Men’s Club, Quinlans and Mexican Organized Crime Gang 1’s 
recruitment of unauthorized Russian and East European aliens to work in the U.S. 
violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
844. Members The Men’s Club, Quinlans and Mexican Organized Crime Gang 1’s 

aiding and abetting the making of false statements and omissions in order to obtain 
Russian and East European prostitutes visas violates the perjury statute 18 U.S.C.1621, 
the unsworn declarations statute 28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false statement statute 18 U.S.C. 
1001. 

 
845. Members The Men’s Club, Quinlans and Mexican Organized Crime Gang 1’s 

participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited in ¶s 843 & 844 and 
conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 663 & 664 
violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 

Max Gracia Appedole 

846. Member Max Gracia Appedole’s participation in conspiracies to commit 
predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶ 202 violates 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 

Juginta Raszyukevichina a.k.a. Azul 
 

847. Member Azul’s recruitment of unauthorized East European aliens to work in the 
U.S. violates 8 U.S.C. 1324a. 

 
848. Member Azul’s aiding and abetting the making of false statements and omissions 

in order to obtain East European prostitutes visas violates the perjury statute 18 
U.S.C.1621, the unsworn declarations statute 28 U.S.C. 1746 and the false statement 
statute 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

 
849. Member Azul’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited in 

¶s 847 & 848 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited 
in ¶s 670 & 671 violate 18 U.S.C. 371. 

 
 
Salvador-Partner Phodes Studio 
 

850. Member Salvador’s business of selling and distributing pornographic materials in 
the U.S. violates 18 U.S.C. 1466.  

 
851. Member Salvador’s participation in conspiracies to commit Federal offenses cited 

in ¶ 850 and conspiracies to commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 
674 to 676 violates 18 U.S.C. 371.  
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Alfredo Ibarra Sotelo and Grupo Ibarra Aisa 

 
852. Members Grupo Ibarra Aisa and Alfredo Ibarra’s participation in conspiracies to 

commit predicate acts that violate Federal law as cited in ¶s 679 & 680 violate 18 U.S.C. 
371.  

 
 
All Member Defendants 

 
853. The above Members engaged in the cited criminal acts with the requisite mens 

rea. 
 
 

XI. Plaintiff’s Efforts to Obtain Assistance from Enforcement Agencies and State Courts 

854. In February 2001, the plaintiff applied for a temporary order of protection in a 
Queens County court following the January threat of physical harm from Russian 
criminals that Member Alina Shipilina made to the plaintiff. 

 
855. The Queens judge laughed at the plaintiff and denied the request. 

 
856. In October 2001 after the first threatening telephone call by Member Madison or 

Pierre, the plaintiff went to his local police precinct in order to report the threat and file a 
complaint. 

 
857. The two police officers on the desk at the 13th Precinct laughed at the plaintiff, 

said there was nothing they could do and refused to even listen to the plaintiff’s audiotape 
of the threatening call.  

 
858. In February 2002, plaintiff filed a complaint with the 13th Precinct about the 

second threatening telephone call from Member Madison or Pierre. 
 

859. The police decided not to investigate and dismissed the complaint without even 
bothering to inform the plaintiff. 

 
860. The plaintiff learned the complaint had been dismissed only after calling the 

precinct. 
 

861. A detective told the plaintiff that the police didn’t want to do the work necessary 
to tract down and investigate Member Madison or Pierre.  

 
862. In February 2002, the plaintiff reported both the October 2001 and February 2002 

threatening telephone calls to two agents at the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“F.B.I.”) 
and provided the agents with tape recordings of each call.   
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863. At the end of February, one of the F.B.I. agents that the plaintiff had met with told 
the plaintiff that the F.B.I. had located Member Madison or Pierre, knew his real identity 
and the agents would have a talk with him. 

 
864. The F.B.I. agent would not give the plaintiff Member Madison or Pierre’s address 

or true identity. 
 

865. The F.B.I. was able to locate Member Madison or Pierre and determine his true 
identity by tracing a voicemail telephone number. 

 
866. In March 2002, the same F.B.I. agent, after contacting Member Alina Shipilina, 

told the plaintiff that the F.B.I. would not interview Member Madison or Pierre for fear 
that he might become angry and cause the plaintiff harm. 

 
867. The F.B.I. agent also told the plaintiff that the F.B.I. “was not an investigative 

organization,” so it could not help the plaintiff any further, and the agent warned the 
plaintiff not to open his apartment door to anyone he did not know and to watch out for 
himself in public. 

 
868. The plaintiff obtained a temporary protection order against further threatening 

calls pending a trial in a New York County court. 
 

869. The New York County court, however, refused to grant the plaintiff’s motion for 
a subpoena to obtain the telephone records for the voicemail number of Member Madison 
or Pierre, so the plaintiff was still unable to discover the true identify of Member 
Madison or Pierre. 

 
870. The New York County court denied the plaintiff a permanent protection order 

because the plaintiff could not determine the true identity of the Member Madison or 
Pierre and thereby show a connection with Member Alina Shipilina. 

 
871. The plaintiff continues to fear for his business, personal safety and life. 

 
872. The plaintiff has provided and continues to provide a description of the continuing 

acts by the Enterprise against the plaintiff to his attorney so that his attorney might take 
appropriate action in case the plaintiff is incapacitated, disappears or killed. 

 
873. As a last resort, the plaintiff has brought this civil R.I.C.O. action in the hope that 

it will prevent the Enterprise from making good on its threats and provide the plaintiff 
just compensation for the harm caused by the Enterprise’s Scheme as conducted by the 
member defendants. 

 
 

XII. Effect of Interstate and Foreign Commerce 
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874. In its effect on interstate and foreign commerce, at the very least, the activities of 
the Enterprise: 

 
a. Span the globe and are expanding into states through out America; 
b. Move significant sums of money across interstate and foreign borders; 
c. Move prostitutes, hands-on lap-dancers, pornography and narcotics across 

interstate and foreign borders; 
d. Use interstate and foreign banking institutions; 
e. Involve customers that cross American state lines either physically or through the 

Internet to purchase sexual services and pornography; 
f. Increase the risk of sexually transmitted diseases among interstate and foreign 

customers; 
g. Increase health insurance premiums nationwide by increasing the incidents of 

diseases among some of the insured; 
h. Increase federal, state and local health expenses by increasing the incidents of 

diseases among some of the uninsured; 
i. Include operations overseas that have a foreseeable connection with U.S. 

interstate commerce, such as the recruitment of prostitutes, production of 
pornography, sales of narcotics, bribery and intimidation; 

j. Place law-abiding interstate and international entertainment companies at a 
competitive disadvantage through tax evasion and unfair business practices;  

k. Increase the tax burden on federal, state or local taxpayers, since members of the 
Enterprise consume government provided services without paying their fair share 
in taxes; and  

l. Increase the operating costs for many legitimate businesses that are cheated by 
various scams conducted by Enterprise members which in turn increase the price 
of goods and services throughout the economy. 

 
Additionally, 
 

m. Members Flash Dancers, its owners and managers advertise and import goods 
across American state lines; 

n. Member Cybertech provides services across state lines and around the world via 
the Internet; 

o. Member Kuba, Mundy & Associates maintains New York and New Jersey 
offices; 

p. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 
Managers, Cybertech, American Organized Crime Gang 1, Alina Shipilina, the 
Vasilyevas, Vasilyeva House of Fashion, California Pimp, Asypyan, Volchok, 
Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club, Albatross Club Gangster 1, Asypyan Criminal 
Association, Rey, Inessa Shipilina, Krasnodar Prostitutes 1 to 3, Phodes Studio, 
Perlin, Vladimir, Russian Criminal Gangs 1, 2 and 3, Minchenko, the 
Athanasious, Maria, Julia Heart Agency, The Men’s Club, the Quilans, Azul, 
Gracia and Mexican Organized Criminal Gang 1 transport or recruit prostitutes 
and hands-on lap dancers or facilitate recruiting or transporting of such across 
interstate or foreign borders;  
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q. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club, Jay-Jay Cabaret, Lepofsky, Flash Dancers 
Managers, Cybertech, American Organized Crime Gang 1, Alina Shipilina, 
Paulsen, Asypyan, Volchok, Raketa, Smolin, Albatross Club, Albatross Club 
Gangster 1, Asypyan Criminal Association, Morosov, Phodes Studio, Perlin, 
Athanasious and Salvador transport or facilitate the transportation of pornography 
across state or foreign borders; and 

r. Members Flash Dancers Topless Club; American Organized Crime Gang 1; Flash 
Dancers Managers Barry, 1 and 2; Alina Shipilina; Asypyan; Volchok; Raketa; 
Smolin; Albatross Club; Albatross Club Gangster 1; Asypyan Criminal 
Association; Baraev Islamic Terror and Crime Clan; Russian Criminal Gang 4; 
Chechen Criminal Gang 2; and Ibarra transport or facilitate the transportation of 
narcotics across state or foreign borders. 

 
 

XIII. Pattern of Racketeering Activity 
 

875. The Enterprise member defendants generate funds, acquire and maintain interests 
and conduct the affairs of the Enterprise through the numerous predicate acts cited in 
Section IX above. 

 
876. Member defendants’ predicate acts will repeat and multiply into the future in 

order to continue and increase the Enterprise’s businesses and income streams. 
 

877. Member defendants’ predicate acts will repeat and multiple into the future in 
order to further the Enterprise’s continuing Scheme to infiltrate and expand its activities 
into hard currency markets, especially the U.S. 

 
878. Member defendants’ predicate acts have occurred within temporal proximity of 

each other. 
 

879. Member defendants use predicate acts in order to assure the effectiveness of 
concurrent or successive predicate and non-predicate criminal acts, since often a number 
of different crimes are necessary for contributing to the successful operation of the 
Enterprise and its Scheme.  

 
880. For example, the flow of Enterprise human capital from the former Soviet Union 

often requires a combination of visa fraud, bribery, perjury, mail and wire fraud, and 
travel in aid of a racketeering enterprise in order to bring Russian managers, pimps and 
prostitutes to the U.S. 

 
881. In addition, the drive to maximize profits and minimize expenses of the Enterprise 

results in repeated tax evasion that requires money laundering and exporting revenues out 
of the U.S. without reporting so as to disguise the ownership and source of the revenues. 

 
882. Also, in order to protect valuable members threatened with exposure, the 

Enterprise members engage in criminal acts such as tampering with witnesses, unlawful 
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imprisonment, reckless endangerment, coercion, intimidation, official misconduct and 
menacing. 

 
883. The Enterprise’s Scheme of continuing expansion into hard currency markets 

targets American men looking for Russian wives and companions in order to defraud the 
men into bringing an Enterprise manager or prostitute to America in circumvention of 
U.S. immigration laws. 

 
884. Member defendants’ predicate acts in expanding and conducting the Enterprise’s 

U.S. operations enable the Enterprise to target thousands of additional consumers for 
sexual services with the result of dramatically increasing the health risks, such as 
exposure to AIDS, to those consumers and their partners. 

 
885. Member defendants’ predicate acts in expanding and conducting the Enterprise’s 

operations bodes ill for many legitimate entertainment companies by unfairly competing 
for entertainment dollars that would otherwise flow to the investors and employees of 
legitimate businesses in the leisure industry. 

 
 

XIV. Causes of Action 
 

First Cause of Action: 
RICO: Use of Income from Racketeering Activities 

 
886. Plaintiff incorporates all of the prior allegations of this complaint. 
 
887. Defendants’ conduct violates 18 U.S.C. 1962(a), and defendants are liable to the 

plaintiff for the damages set out below. 
 
 

Second Cause of Action: 
RICO: Racketeering Activities to Maintain Interests or Control 

 
888. Plaintiff incorporates all of the prior allegations of this complaint. 
 
889. Defendants’ conduct violates 18 U.S.C. 1962(b), and defendants are liable to the 

plaintiff for the damages set out below. 
 
 

Third Cause of Action: 
RICO: Participation in the Conduct of the Enterprise’s Affairs 

 
890. Plaintiff incorporates all of the prior allegations of this complaint. 
 
891. Defendants’ conduct violates 18 U.S.C. 1962(c), and defendants are liable to the 

plaintiff for the damages set out below. 
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Fourth Cause of Action: 

RICO: Conspiracy 
 

892. Plaintiff incorporates all of the prior allegations of this complaint. 
 
893. Defendants’ conduct violates 18 U.S.C. 1962(d), and defendants are liable to the 

plaintiff for the damages set out below. 
 
 

Fifth Cause of Action: 
Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress 

 
894. Plaintiff incorporates all of the prior allegations of this complaint. 
 
895. Defendants Flash Dancers Topless Club; Jay-Jay Cabaret; Kuba, Mundy & 

Associates; Mundy; Petrovich; Alina Shipilina; Flash Dancers Managers Barry, 3, 4 or 5; 
Madison or Pierre; and Henning are liable to the plaintiff for intentional infliction of 
emotional distress as pendent state law claims in this action. 

 
 

Sixth Cause of Action: 
Abuse of Process or, in the alternative, Prima Facie Tort 

 
896. Plaintiff incorporates all of the prior allegations of this complaint. 
 
897. Defendants Mundy, Petrovich, Alina Shipilina and Henning are liable to the 

plaintiff for abuse of process or, in the alternative, prima facie tort as pendent state law 
claims in this action. 

 
 

Seventh Cause of Action: 
Malicious Prosecution or, in the alternative, Prima Facie Tort 

 
898. Plaintiff incorporates all of the prior allegations of this complaint. 
 
899. Defendants Mundy, Petrovich, Alina Shipilina and Henning are liable to the 

plaintiff for malicious prosecution or, in the alternative, prima facie tort as pendent state 
law claims in this action. 

 
 

X. Damages 
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900. The plaintiff has suffered damages to his business and financial interests by the 
use of funds from racketeering activities to finance the Enterprise’s Scheme. 

  
901. Funds from racketeering activities have been used to build a litigation war chest 

to fund fraudulent proceedings against the plaintiff and fraudulently defend against 
legitimate proceedings in order to whipsaw the plaintiff into submission and deplete his 
financial resources. 

 
902. Funds from racketeering activities have been used to bribe public employees into 

subverting the proper administration of the law in America and Russia so as to thwart the 
plaintiff’s efforts to rectify the Enterprise’s harm done to his business reputation and 
goodwill. 

 
903. Funds from racketeering activities have been used to purchase the intimidation of 

witnesses in order to thwart the plaintiff’s efforts to rectify the Enterprise’s harm done to 
his business reputation and goodwill. 

 
904. The plaintiff has suffered damages to his business and financial interests from 

racketeering activities used to acquire or preserve influence over some of the Enterprise’s 
activities. 

 
905. The predicate acts committed in furtherance of the Enterprise’s Scheme against 

the plaintiff have caused damages to his business and financial assets as well as imperiled 
his safety, life, liberty and right not to live in fear.  

 
906. The plaintiff’s business and financial assets have been damaged from overt 

criminal and tortious acts done in furtherance of conspiracies. 
 
907. The plaintiff’s business and financial damages from the Enterprise’s Scheme are 

in excess of one million dollars ($1,000,000) and include: 
 

a. Loss of profits from the plaintiff’s law and consulting business over a two-year 
period of $200,000 from cessation of normal work as a result of the initial success 
of the Enterprise’s Scheme in defrauding the plaintiff into arranging for Member 
Alina Shipilina to enter the U.S. and, subsequently, the plaintiff’s ongoing 
investigation of the Enterprise’s Scheme in order to prevent and rectify injury to 
the plaintiff; 

 
b. Business interruption expenses of $50,000, which includes the additional costs of 

bringing the plaintiff’s business back up to the operating level it had achieved 
before the Enterprise directed its Scheme against the plaintiff; 

 
c. Loss of business opportunities of $150,000; 

 
d. Expenses in excess of $100,000 for the plaintiff’s investigation and efforts to 

avoid and rectify injury from the Enterprise’s Scheme, including without 
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limitation the investigation of the tampering with and intimidation of witnesses 
and subornation of perjury and bribery. 

 
e. Damages in the amount of $500,000 to the plaintiff’s reputation and good will as 

a result of the false allegations made against the plaintiff in carrying out the 
Enterprise’s Scheme. 

 
f. Such other damages to be proved at trial. 

 
908. The plaintiff seeks treble the damages proved, plus costs and attorney fees, 

pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1964(c). 
 
909. The plaintiff seeks attorney fees and costs as provided for in the New York 

Debtor and Creditor Law 276(a) 
 

910. The plaintiff seeks joint and several liability among the defendants. 
 

911. The plaintiff seeks relief pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 1964(a) in the form of orders 
prohibiting the defendants from hiding assets and prohibiting the defendants from 
continuing to violate R.I.C.O. 

 
912. Pending trial, the plaintiff seeks an order that defendants restrain from destroying 

evidence in their possession or control. 
 

913. Pending trial, the plaintiff seeks an order prohibiting the defendants from carrying 
out their threats or engaging in further intimidation, menacing, coercion or other illegal 
conduct against the plaintiff. 

 
914. Plaintiff seeks such other relief as is just and proper. 

 
 

XI. Demand for Jury Trial 
 
915. Plaintiff demands a trial by jury. 
 

 
Dated: New York, NY 
 April 18, 2003 
 
        ________________________ 
        Roy Den Hollander 
        Attorney for the plaintiff 
        545 East 14 Street 
        New York, NY 10009 
        (212) 995 5201  
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